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ABSTRACT 
Some aspects of the noise generated internally by a turbojet 
engine are considered analytically and experimentally. The emphasis 
is placed on the interaction of pres sure fluctuations and entropy flue-
tuations, produced by the combustion process in the engine, with 
gradients in the mean flow through the turbine blades or the exhaust 
nozzle. The results are directly applicable to the problem of excess 
noise in aircraft powerplants and suggest that the phenomenon de-
scribed is the dominant mechanism. 
The one-dimensional interaction of pressure fluctuations and 
entropy fluctuations with a subsonic nozzle is solved analytically. The 
acoustic waves produced by each of three independent disturbances 
are investigated. These disturbances, which interact with the nozzle 
to augment the acoustic radiation, are (i) pres sure waves incident 
from upstream, (ii) pressure waves incident from downstream, and 
(iii) entropy waves convected with the stream. It is found that results 
for a large number of physically interesting nozzles may be presented 
in a concise manner. 
Some of the second-order effects which result from the area 
variations in a nozzle are investigated analytically. The interaction 
of an entropy wave with a small area variation is investigated and the 
two-dimensional duct modes, which propagate away from the nozzle, 
are calculated. 
An experiment is described in which one-dimensional acoustic 
waves and entropy waves are made to interact with a subsonic nozzle. 
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The response of the nozzle to these disturbances is measured and 
compared with the response as calculated by the analytical model. 
The interaction of two-dimensional entropy waves with a sub-
sonic nozzle and with a supersonic nozzle is investigated experimen-
tally. The results are explained in terms of an analysis of the acous-
tic waves and entropy waves produced by a region of arbitrary heat 
addition in a duct with flow. 
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NOTATION 
dimensionless axial position in duct 
nozzle length 
inlet Mach number 
exit Mach number 
velocity perturbation normalized by local mean velocity 
pressure perturbation normalized by local mean pressure 
X'{ 
entropy perturbation normalized by C p 
>!< 
local mean velocity normalized by a 
reduced frequency = Wt/ a>:< for Sections 2. 2, 2. 3 
= wt/{u2- u1) elsewhere 
dimensionless wave numbers in upstream duct 
dimensionless wave numbers in downstream duct 
acoustic wave upstream of nozzle propagating downstream 
acoustic wave upstream of nozzle propagating upstream 
acoustic wave downstream of nozzle propagating down-
stream 
acoustic wave downstream of nozzle propagating upstream 
p+ /P+ 
2 1 
p 1- /P: 
p 1- /P2-
+/ -P2 P2 
+ P 2 /a 
p 1-/0 
value of .c. 3 at nozzle inlet 
p 
u 
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independent variable used in high-frequency analysis 
(and the value at inlet and exit) denoting axial position 
r; 2 as used in high-frequency analysis 
L 1 as used in high-frequency analysis 
i!3 
zoe' z le' ~q,± functions of M 1 , M 2 
T 
R 
Subscripts 
e 
p 
m 
co 
0 
indicates T or T p m 
indicates R or R p m 
indicates entropy disturbance 
indicates P + disturbance l 
indicates P 2- disturbance 
high-frequency value 
low-frequency (quasi-steady) value 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
One aspect of the aircraft engine noise problem which has re-
ceived relatively little attention in comparison with turbulent acoustic 
sources, is the production of acoustic disturbances by the longitudinal 
variation in temperature of the gas passing through the nozzle. That 
these non-uniform temperature regions -- or entropy spots --interact 
with the nozzle geometry to modify the flow is evident from the fact 
that the mass flow through a choked nozzle varies inversely as the 
square root of the stagnation temperature and hence a fluctuation in 
stream temperature leads to a corresponding fluctuation in nozzle mass 
efflux. Two aspects of this phenomenon suggest its possible relative 
importance. First, the fluctuating mass flow behaves as a monopole 
(or at worst a dipole) singularity and is consequently a more efficient 
acoustic radiator than a quadrupole. Second, the non-uniform temper-
ature fluctuations, which are the origin of the disturbances, are not 
necessarily small. Fluctuations in absolute temperature of 20 per cent 
are usual from even a very good prilnary burner of a gas turbine, and 
those from an afterburner may be considerably larger. 
It is interesting that this type of gasdynamic problem first arose 
in studies of the interior ballistics of rocket motors. Pressure pulsa-
tion in the chambers of liquid monopropellant rocket motors produce 
non-uniform temperature gas masses which, because they affect the 
mass flow through the .nozzle, react, in turn, to change the chamber 
pressure and thus influence combustion stability. The first complete 
analysis of the resulting acoustic response of the rocket chamber was 
carried out by Tsien 1 for a nozzle of finite length and particular 
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geometry. These results were generalized by Crocco2 for the full fre-
quency range and were utilized by Marble3 for studying the stability 
problem of hi-propellant rockets where the fluctuations in mixture ratio 
can produce quite significant variations in local temperatures of the 
combustion products. 
All of this work was restricted to the upstream side of the noz-
zle, however, and it was not until work was performed under the present 
grant that the acoustic field radiated from the downstream section of the 
nozzle was studied. 4 5 The work of Candel and Marble treated the 
source-like character of both the compact and extended nozzles under 
choked conditions. The subsequent extensive experimental examination 
by Zukoski6 , Auerbach 7 , and Zukoski and Auerbach8 into the effects of 
entropy waves convected through a choked nozzle gave results that were 
both qualitatively and quantitatively in agreement with the analysis and 
demonstrated the limitations of the compact element analysis. The 
effects of finite length, or non-vanishing reduced frequency, were 
shown by Marble 9 to be associated with the behavior of the upstream-
facing and downstream-facing waves in the divergent, supersonic part 
of the nozzle. Because both of these waves are transported downstream 
by the supersonic flow, the phase between them is altered during pas-
sage through the nozzle and causes the observed changes in the pressure 
fluctuation at the nozzle exit. 
At this point, two important questions remained. First, both 
the analysis and experiments dealt with plane longitudinal entropy waves, 
while the condition in a real nozzle was certainly non-uniform over the 
nozzle cross-section. Under such circumstances, it is not clear how, 
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or in what approximation, the analysis could be interpreted. Second, 
and equally important, was the question of the unchoked nozzle, the 
importance of which concerned the applications of theory to turbine-
generated noise, Cumpsty and Marble 10 , where the temperature fluc-
tuations originate in the main burner. The compact analysis 5 ' 9 
showed that the general level of pressure pulsations was lower than 
that generated in a choked nozzle by the same temperature fluctua-
tions. For this reason, it appeared possible that the effect of finite 
nozzle length might be relatively quite important, even at modest 
values of the reduced frequency. 
The present work aims to investigate these two issues, both 
experimentally and analytically. The analytical study of the interac-
tion of one -dimensional pressure and entropy waves with a one-
dimensional subsonic flow with strong mean gradients is described in 
Chapter II. 
Because the discharge flow from the nozzle is subsonic, pres-
sure waves may impinge upon the nozzle from downstream as well as 
upstream and these two interactions, in addition to the convected en -
tropy wave, complicate the pres entation of results. It will be found, 
however, that using a sort of similarity argument, the results may be 
presented in a fairly compact form. 
In Chapter IV, an experimental program is described which 
was carried out to examine the response of a subsonic nozzle to these 
impinging waves. The results, although restricted in their range of 
reduced frequencies, confirm the assumptions of one -dimensional 
flow that were employed in the analysis. The analysis is then ex-
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tended so that the results for a wide range of parameters may be pre-
sented concisely. In Chapter III an analytical investigation is present-
ed examining some of the two -dimensional effects neglected in the 
one -dimensional analysis of Chapter II. 
One of the simplifications which made the one -dimensional 
analysis tractable was to neglect the waves transverse to the flow di-
rection. This assumption simplifies enormously the acoustic modes of 
the nozzle and is quite reasonable so long as the nozzle's transverse 
dimension is small in comparison with its length. To investigate the 
complete two-dimensional problem in more generality, a second-
order perturbation analysis is carried out in which the contraction of 
the nozzle and the strengths of the waves are both assumed small. 
The other essential assumption in the one -dimensional analysis 
is that the entropy waves are planar, with their propagation vectors 
pointing along the nozzle axis. While this is a more reas enable as-
sumption for the turbine nozzle than for the engine discharge, the 
question of complex structure to the entropy waves is one that must 
require attention. Chapter V presents experimental results obtained 
with non-planar entropy disturbances transported through the nozzle. 
-11-
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II. THE INTERACTION OF ACOUSTIC WAVES AND 
ENTROPY WAVES WITH A SUBSONIC NOZZLE 
THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 
2. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter we investigate the effect of acousti c waves and 
entropy waves propagating through a nozzle with a subsonic mean 
flow. The problem of pressure disturbances in ducts with mean flow 
and area change has been studied by many, ref. 1-5 for example, but 
the effects caused by entropy disturbances have not been as widely 
studied. 
Candel6 solved the problem of acoustic and entropy waves con-
vected into a choked nozzle. He used a formulation which was origi-
nally developed by Tsien 7 to study the oscillations in a rocket engine. 
This formulation is the basis of the model developed in this chapter. 
Auerbach8 and Zukoski9 showed the validity of the Candel model ex-
perimentally. The (choked) mean flow in a rectangular (cross-section) 
blowdown tunnel was perturbed with entropy waves . The entropy 
waves were created by electrically pulsing a resistance heater loc ated 
upstream of the nozzle, and then, using a periodic mass bleed system 
(also upstream of the nozzle), the pressure wave component of the dis-
turbance was cancelled. The production of acoustic waves by the en-
tropy disturbance was then verified by the dete ction of pressure dis-
turbances throughout the nozzle. 
The solution fo r low-frequency disturbances was investigated 
10 by Marble For disturbances with wavelengths w hich are l ong com-
pared to the nozzle length, the resulting solution w ill give disturb-
-13-
ances with constant phase throughout the nozzle. This solution is 
called the compact or quasi-steady solution, and may be solved by 
considering only matching conditions at the nozzle inlet and exit. The 
details of the mean flow in the nozzle may be neglected. 
11 Cumpsty and Marble have investigated the interaction of 
pressure and entropy disturbances with one or more turbine blade 
rows. Large deflections and accelerations in the mean flow were 
considered; however, the disturbances were assumed to be quasi-
steady so that precise details of the mean flow in the blade passages 
could be neglected. 
Our aim here is to examine these effects of mean flow varia-
tions that occur 1n the flow through such blade passages and, equiva-
lently, exhaust nozzles. We consider only one-dimensional, sub-
sonic flow with small disturbances. In the choked nozzle, the throat 
essentially decouples the supersonic portion from the rest of the 
nozzle. Two independent solutions result. The first solution repre-
sents the effects of an entropy wave convected into the nozzle, when 
no acoustic wave is incident upon the nozzle entrance . The second 
solution represents the results of an acoustic wave incident upon the 
nozzle entrance when no entropy wave convects into the nozzle. 
In the subsonic nozzle, every portion of the nozzle can com-
municate with every other portion. The result is that we must admit 
a third independent solution which represents the effects of an acous-
tic wave propagating upstream and impinging upon the nozzle exit. 
In the following sections we develop the equations which will 
serve as the analytical model. Next, we discuss a method of nu-
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merical solution. The emphasis here will be on choosing the appro-
priate boundary conditions to give the three independent solutions. 
The solution for high-frequency disturbances is then discussed. The 
results of this solution are then used to normalize some numerical 
calculations so that a concise presentation of the results may be 
made. Finally, the results are discussed and several examples of 
the use of these results are presented. (See Appendix G for notation.) 
2. 2 Development of the Analytical Model 
We are given a duct of constant cross -sectional area with a 
mean flow of Mach number M 1 . The cross -sectional area then 
changes in such a way that after an axial distance .f, the Mach num-
ber is M 2 . The flow then continues through a constant cross -section-
al area duct. If we let the cross-sectional area (of the axial region 
in which the mean flow is changing) be called A(x), we have the fol-
lowing diagram describing the duct. 
At) 
M=M, - M=M2. --x 
I 
Diagram for the Analytical Model 
We assume that the gas flowing in the duct is ideal and in viscid, and 
that the mean flow is isentropic and wholly subsonic. We will neglect 
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two-dimensional effects, and simply use the area variations to give 
mean flow variations. These assumptions allow us to describe the 
flow with the equations of momentum, continuity, entropy conserva-
tion, and the equation of state as follows: 
du 
c)t + u.. du.. dx +-' oP p ax 
+ 
1.. df.pu.A) 
A dx 
ds + u.. ds 
dt ox 0 
0 
0 
(2. l) 
(2. 2) 
(2. 3) 
(2. 4) 
We will linearize these equations by assuming that a solution 
exists which is the sum of a known function of axial position only, plus 
a small periodic function which also varies with axial position. For 
example, the velocity will be expressed as 
where W is the radial frequency. The primed quantity is, in gener-
al, complex, but we let 
lu'l << -u 
We assume a similar form for the remaining dependent quantities in 
(2.1)- (2.4) and define the following dimensionless quantities: 
Z.Jx) .z.2. (x) E._ 
JP 
(2. Sa) 
u (><) 
where 
- Ci. 
a. .. 
a. Ma ... 
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(JJ-e 
a"" 
M = M(x) = mean local Mach number 
= Cp 
Cv 
Q = local mean sound speed 
(2. 5 b) 
a* = speed of sound at a throat (if mean flow were 
is entropically choked) 
Note that the reduced frequency (3 relates the wavelength of the 
disturbance to the nozzle length. For a disturbance with wavelength 
approximately one nozzle length, the reduced frequency is about 6. 
We normalize the axial distance by nozzle length f After 
inserting the assumed form of the solution, we retain only terms 
linear in the perturbation quantities. This process leads to: 
dr.3 
dX 
and 
dr., 
dx 
-{{3(1'/1/·z, -C.z) +M2j¥ (Zl:,-(t-/)Zz -lJ) 
U(t-M 2 ) 
We note that for = 0 
(2. 6) 
(2. 7) 
(2. 8) 
, the entropy 
component Z.3 
a constant area channel,J~ 
does not contribute to the interaction, and thus we 
may write down the well-known solution: 
-17-
l_z. (X) 
(2. 9) 
where c~) C- are the dimensionless wave nwnbers of the waves 
propagating downstream and upstream. respectively: 
SM (2. 10) U(M~!) 
Here, M 1 U are to be evaluated in the constant-area section in 
P+ question and and P are the complex magnitudes of the wave 
propagating downstream and upstream, respectively, in that constant-
area section. 
If the pressure and velocity disturbances are specified at the 
nozzle inlet, X= 0 , and the nozzle exit, X= I , it is clear 
that we can calculate the complex magnitude of the waves entering and 
leaving the nozzle. Using subscripts 1 and 2 to denote conditions up-
stream or downstream of the nozzle, respectively, we see from (2. 9) 
that: 
p,+ = ~ [ c,Jo) +M, Z:. (o)] 
(2. 11) 
for the waves propagating in the upstream constant-area duct, and 
(2. 12) 
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for the waves propagating in the downstream constant-area duct. 
Consider for a moment that the upstream constant-area duct 
extends to minus infinity and the downstream constant-area duct ex-
tends to plus infinity in the axial dimension. A disturbance upstream 
(or downstream) of the nozzle will propagate to the nozzle and interact 
with it. The interaction will cause a pressure wave p,- (or f:J2 -r ) to 
be created, which will propagate upstream (or downstream) from the 
nozzle to infinity. Also, a wave Pz.+ (or p,- ) will be created which 
will propagate downstream (or upstream) from the nozzle to infinity. 
Since an entropy wave convects with the mean flow, it cannot disturb 
the nozzle if created downstream of it. Hence, we have just described 
the three independent disturbances to which the nozzle can be subjected. 
These are: an entropy wave convecting into the nozzle from upstream, 
a pressure wave propagating into the nozzle from upstream, or from 
downstream. In a practical situation, the downstream constant-area 
duct may be terminated. Some impedance condition will exist there 
such that a p/ wave reflects from the termination and creates a Pz-
wave. This point is discussed further in an example at the end of this 
chapter. We consider the three effects to be independent; since the 
problem is linear, the independent solutions will allow any general so-
lution to be constructed. 
In the discussions which follow we will call the first independ-
ent solution (in which the entropy wave is convecting into the nozzle) 
the 11 entropy solution11 and will use a subscript 11 e 11 to signify it. The 
solution corresponding to a pressure disturbance upstream of the noz-
zle will be called the 11 plus solution11 and will be signified by a 11 p 11 
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subscript. The solution corresponding to the pressure disturbance 
downstream of the nozzle will be called the "minus solution" and will 
be denoted by the subscript 11 m 11 
notation: 
Disturbance Name /Subscript 
entropy/ e 
p,+ plus I p 
minus/ rn 
2. 3 Numerical Solution 
The following summarizes the 
ltm {x) lzrn (x) 
/ / 
Result 
- + 
I p,p .I Pzp 
- +-
1 Ptrn ,Pzm 
Given M('/..) and the reduced frequency ~ , we would like 
to solve the system of equations (2. 6) - (2. 8) for each of the three in-
dependent solutions. The "plus" and "minus" solutions have no entro-
py disturbance; hence, the system reduces to a pair of homogeneous, 
linear, simultaneous differential equations. We need only to specify 
the boundary conditions, and use a suitable numerical technique to in-
tegrate (2. 7) and (2. 8). The entropy solution requires that ~lX)~ 0 . 
We must specify o- (the entropy disturbance at the inlet), but we see 
that having done so, (2. 6) may be integrated immediately. We are 
left with a pair of inhomogeneous, linear, simultaneous differential 
equations . The inhomogeneous term is simply l 3 (X) We now 
discuss the boundary conditions, used in the numerical integration, 
for each solution. 
For the plus solution, we begin the integration at the exit such 
that P~~ = 0 For example, 
-20-
0 
We integrate to the inlet, X= 0 , where we may calculate 
P,; == .Z[zzp (o)- I'll, l.,p (o) J 
We will normalize the solution with P,~ ' i.e.' 
+ 
P2.P 
- Tp ;:::--:,. p,p "transmitted wave, plus solution'' 
(2. 13) 
p,; 
p,; Rp 
"reflected wave, plus s o lution" 
+ 
For the minus solution, we ensure that P,m=O. Let 
M,l,,.,(o)= -1 
and we integrate to the exit, where 
Now define 
P,;;., 
Pz.;;, 
p:W, 
Pz;, 
TfY) 
Rm 
- 1 -iCz- [ J Pzm = Z e :Zzm (')- fV\z.l rrn (!) 
p,;;, ;:::: z ~zm(o) -M,l,,...(oJj 
"transmitted wave, minus solution" 
(2. 14) 
"reflected wave, minus solution" 
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For the entropy solution, we begin the integration at the inlet 
with 
:z (o)= 0 L:.. te -c_ze (o) = 0 
This ensures that 
+ P,e = 0 , but upon reaching the exit we can see that 
#o 
in general. This is easily co rrected by simply subtracting from this 
entropy solution "enough" of the previously calculated minus solution 
(a homogeneous solution) to cancel the Pz~ Let 
""' Pz~ i! te (X) - Z:.,e(X)- r_,,.,(x) Pz.~ 
and 
..__ P2e 
.Zze C><) - .zze(><)- r._Z./"11()() 
Pz.m 
Now we will have 
Now define 
T - I -iCz.-+ [7 ~ ( )] le_ = Z<r e Z:...ze ( 1) + M,l,e I (2. 15a) 
as the "transmitted wave - entropy solution" and 
(2. 15b) 
as the " reflected wave - entropy solution." The actual numerical 
scheme used in solving these equations was a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method with automatic er r or control. 
Now, any general solution may be cal culated from these nor-
malized solutions. For example, if we specify the disturbances p,+ , 
P2- , and CT then the resultant waves will be 
p,- = Pt R.p + Pz- Tm +a-Re 
Pt= p;_ Rrn + p,+- Tp + cr Te 
(2. 16) 
We would like to investigate the behavior of the six solutions for vari-
ous Mach number distributions and reduced frequencies. The only 
restriction on the Mach number distribution is that it be wholly sub-
sonic. We will be interested here in Mach number distributions one 
might find in the pas sage through turbine blades or in an unchoked ex-
haust nozzle. The numerical solution only requires that a mean 
Mach number distribution and reduced frequency be specified; then 
the independent solutions may be calculated. Even if we restrict the 
calculations to physically interesting cases, it is clear that some 
systematic way of presenting the results must be employed. In 
order to present a large number of results in a concise manner, the 
c alculations have been normalized by using the compact solution as 
discussed previously and the solution for high-frequency disturbances. 
In the following section we consider first the high-frequency solution 
and then discuss the normalization procedure. 
2. 4 High-Frequency Asymptotic Solution and Normalization 
We will assume a linear mean velocity profile for this asymp-
totic analysis (and for the remainder of this chapter). This allows 
us to integrate eq. (2. 6) immediately, and is a reasonable approxima-
tion to the profile one might find in a physical applic ation. 
We move the inlet of the nozzle from the origin of our coordi -
nate system so that we may write for the dimensionless axial 
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distance 
X= u 
a"* 
Xi =: X=: Xe 
In all the discussions that follow we use the length scale -la"/(iiz-D.,) 
for normalization purposes. The reduced frequency is now 
(3 = w 
a* 
which relates the wavelength of the disturbance to the mean dimen-
sionless velocity gradient. In addition, the dimensionless w ave num-
bers involve this new length scale: 
C - w +-
- u.:! Q 
Now define 
Equation (2. 6) becomes 
which gives 
1:.3 (><) 
We will specify 2.3i. 
SM 
~ ... (M!I} 
a 
z Jc=X< 
The two simultaneous, linear, inhomogeneous, first-order 
equations for pressure and velocity perturbation may be combined to 
give one second-order, linear equation for the pressure perturbation. 
To distinguish the high-frequency solution from the numerical analy-
sis, we will use 
-24-
p' 
P(J)= ~ 
oP 
u' 
u(a)=-=-
u 
Then we find: 
We may get the velocity from 
(2. 17) 
(2. 18) 
The equation (2. 17) is a hyper geometric equation with no singularities 
in our region of interest: 
For the inhomogeneous solution, we try 
P(J.) = i5(J)(;J'I/z 
where P{?J.) is an expansion in inverse powers of ?{ 
n=o 
By isolating powers of TL , we get equations in 
This yields eventually 
= . 2.('::1. )"1/z P(J) = ;3' M j; 
(2. 19) 
U(J) = 
Upon calculating 
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we realize that we have a situation similar to the numerical entropy 
solution. We must use the homogeneous solution to eliminate the inci-
dent waves if we are to find the three solutions independently. 
To solve the homogeneous equation: 
0 (2. 2 l) 
We try an expansion of the form 
(2.22) 
We will have two independent solutions, so we let 
(2. 2 3) 
where A and B are constants to be determined from boundary con-
ditions; hence, we may let 
n =OJ 1, · · · · 
The procedure for finding Kn)A,B is straightforward. Substituting 
of (2. 23) into (2. 21) and isolating powers of'?_ we get differential 
equations for Kn.{J) of the form 
~~n = frJJ, l<n-,{J.)} n= 0 1 1) ·· · 
where fn. is a known function, and K-, is a constant. In order to 
solve for the Kn(J.) we expand / 11 (.), Kn-,{:J.)) in a power series 
about the origin: J. = 0 If we calculate Ko(J.) and J.<, ().) we will 
have the magnitude to 0'(7z) and the phase to 0'(~) This power 
series solution gives 
l.o( J.} (2. 24) 
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I "(~ 1-J.-) -I<,±(J.)=zA./Yl M 1-Ji + t.,(J) 
where 
l.(~)~[~({:~~. :::;:~~[1 
-2.(/'--J/') [ 
-i6-~-l') [ 
} 
2 J + I J-'t I (/-~) 2. I+~ - 8 (t + '() z. + ... 
-..!... (!-¥/ +··] 8(/+~)2. 
l,(J) -~~{ [tnC~i~ ::~:~.fl [ + ~ ::: + ~g::~>J 
-2{l-;i'') [ 2 J I '(-/ 3 (t-1) 7 ~+/ + 8 (~+oz+· ·· 
J 
(2. 25) 
(2. 26) 
(2.27) 
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To find A , 8 we use the same procedure as we used in 
the numerical solution. For the plus solution we specify that 
P{J;_)+M,U(Ji.)= Z P/ 7- 0 
P(:Je)-Mz.U(J~) = o 
Inserting (2. 23) into these relations we can solve for A , B in 
terms of C., (ae) and ro (J~) which we will call ~re and :C..oe for 
short: 
l.oe = l.o (Je) 
In sol~ing for A 8 we retain only terms to CJ{-1.) . 
For the minus solution we specify 
P(Ji)+M,U(J;_) = o 
P(Je)-Mz.U(Je) ~ 2P; e'. Cz-(X~-Xi) "I= 0 
The calculation of A , B for both solutions now allows us to 
calculate Tp 1 T rn J R p 1 R.., Since this is the high-frequency solu-
tion, we use the subscript: 
T,(l) = T P I e~<D 
Tma> = Tm I e ... co 
Rp<J) = R p I (3-+<Xl 
Rmm = R~ 9 .... a> 
where Tp J Tm 1 Rp 1 Rm are defined in (2. l3 ), (2. 14 ). We find 
.,- _ { 1 !J_ M, 1- J.c: } 
IPoo- exp -z_ ..l.ffl Mz. l-;}.i -lte (2. 28) 
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exp[i~{~ .iJn t-J.e + 7 +~~')<e-X·)J!l +CJf_!_) t +I t -;} i. Z::oe (3 L t u l 13 (2. 29) 
We mentioned previously that the compact solutions discussed by 
10 Marble would be used to help us find a concise representation of 
the results. We list these solutions here for convenience. 
Tpo 2 fllz 
I+M, I+ 1_iLMz~ 
I.,_ Mz. Mz.+M, /+ Y.f:M,Mz (2. 3 0) 
Tmo 2M, 1-Mz. 
I+ Y-1 M,2. z 
M,,..Mz --1-Mr I+ Yi' M,M, (2. 31) 
M2 -M, ~-1 M Rpo t+M, I- z:M. z. 
-- J+~M,Mz /-M, M 2+M, 
(2. 3 2) 
M 2 -M, Mz-/ ~-' M M Rmo= 1-y I 2 
/+Mz Mz+M, I+ ~I M.Mz. (2. 3 3) 
Teo McM, Mz/2. 
I+Mz I+ ~M,Mz (2. 34) 
Reo 
M,-Mz M,jz. 
1-M, I+ '~:;_ 1 M.Mz 
(2. 35) 
where the additional subscript (o) refers to the compact ( (3 = 0 ) so-
lution. 
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We define 
This is simply the phase shift in a downstream(+) or upstream(-) 
propagating wave caused by using X =Xi. as the reference from which 
all phase angles are measured. 
Examining (2. 28) and (2. 29) in the light of (2. 30) and (2. 31), 
we find that 
(2. 36) 
Ar T. = ~ L 1-Je l A A.. 
v I JfT1. -+ oe + Ll l¥ -0 ~ 1-J.i 
(2. 37) 
These are functions only of inlet and exit Mach number. For con-
venience these have been plotted in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 for a wide 
range of inlet and exit Mach numbers. Note that using eg. (2. 36) and 
Figure 2-2 we may easily calculate l.oe or Z:.,e . 
Normalizing the magnitude of the transmitted waves by their 
compact value we see that 
ITPcol - ex p(-c,e) 
T;.o - ( Tmo T,o) Yz 
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which tells us that if we normalize our transmitted waves (for any 
frequency (3 ) by the compact solution, the magnitude tends to the 
same value (as (3 ~ <D ) whether the transmitted wave was created by 
a disturbance or a Pi disturbance. Since this is obviously 
true for (3 = 0 , we might expect it for all frequencies. All numeri-
cal calculations performed verified this was the cas e. In addition, it 
was found that the phase, for any frequency, could be calculated with 
very good accuracy from the high-frequency solution. That is, 
Ar~ Tp ~ sf ~~ 1 Jm :~~: + loe-ll~~} 
Ar9 Tm Z (3{;~/ Jffi :=~; + £.oe + 6 ¢_} 
The numerical calculations showed that the errors were small and 
were equal for plus or minus solutions. Hence, the asymptotic solu-
tion tells us that normalization with the compact solution will allow 
the two isentropic transmitted waves to be considered the same func-
tion of (3 
We now consider the reflected waves for plus and minus solu-
tion. It is well known that the reflected waves will be inversely pro-
portional to the frequency, for high frequency, but we can extract 
some useful information by calculating the cr(~) terms. Following 
the usual procedure to find the A and 8 in eq. (2. 23), we get: 
2 i (3 R Poo = 
(2.38) 
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(2. 39) 
It is instructive to imagine the functions in braces plotted in the phase 
plane as (3 ~00 . We see that if the terms inside the braces in eq. 
(2. 38) or (2. 39) are the same order of magnitude, the high-frequency 
solutions will be very sensitive to M, , Mz. , and normalization will 
not be possible. However, under the conditions 
M,~o 
the first terms inside the braces in (2 . 38) and (2. 39) are negligible. 
In this c as e, 
2 
IR I = -1 (i + M.) (1- t:l M 'l. ) Poo 2(3 ZM, 2 ' (2.40) 
I R I I 1-M~ I-M 2. (I _ :tJ. M ~ ) moo=ze 2M, I+Mz. 2.. (2. 41) 
Using (2. 32) and (2. 33) with the above restrictions on the Mach num-
ber we can show 
Rmco Rpoo 
Rmo RP0 
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Then we might expect that normalization of the magnitude of the re-
fleeted waves by the compact solution would be advantageous just as 
in the case of the transmitted waves. Numerical calculations veri-
fied that the reflected waves, when normalized by the compact solu-
tion, respond to frequency in the same manner whether created by 
Pt+ disturbance or Pz- disturbance. This was true even when the 
restrictions on the Mach number were not strictly met. 
Using the results for the phase of the reflected waves, we 
plot Ar~ RP directly, and we normalize Ar~ R"' by plotting 
Ar~ Rm- B[ .6 cp_-~4>+ 1- Zi:oe J 
We expect both of the functions to tend toward Tr/2. for high fre-
quency. 
Finally, we consider the entropy solution. Using the inhomo-
geneous solution (2. 19), we saw that it included some extraneous 
pressure waves, eq. (2. 20). We may now use (2. 36), (2. 37) tore-
move these solutions and produce the independent entropy solution for 
high frequency to 6(-~) The results are 
Li8Te.,= e -ii3Acf>.{M: op[ f Jrz ;n 
-M~exp[if>(klm :~~~ +l •• )- thn{~~ ~~~)-z,~} +0(~) (2. 421 
and 
2 2. [((3 L Je J [·(3{-1 Pm I-Je ) 1 OmfM, 1-J~ l M, -Mz exp 21'/Y)JT exp ( l~+l I-J( tloe + 2.1/''(MZ 1-JV-l'tj (2.43) 
+e(J) 
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If we use the same assumptions on M, , Mz. as we used when dis-
cussing the isentropic reflected waves, it is possible to show that 
(2.44) 
Note that this solution is not related to the compact solution, Teo 
Since this solution tends to zero for high frequency, we will 
normalize the magnitude of Te by its compact solution. In addi-
tion, we might expect 
We will plot this function as the normalized phase. For the same re-
strictions on M, and Mz it is possible to show that the two terms 
in (2. 43) are of comparable magnitude. Hence, Re 00 will be very 
sensitive to M, and Mz. and normalization of the phase will not be 
possible. To be consistent, we will normalize the magnitude of 
by the compact value, Reo 
2. 5 Numerical Results 
The numerical calculations were normalized using the previ-
ously discussed methods. These are presented in Figures 2-3 
through 2-9. The inlet Mach numbers 0. 2, 0. 3, and 0. 4 with exit 
Mach number 0. 9 were chosen to represent the flow in an exhaust 
nozzle. The inlet Mach numbers 0. 5 and 0. 6 with exit Mach number 
0. 9 were chosen to represent the flow through turbine blades. The 
remaining case M, = 0. 3, and Mz = 0.4, was chosen to show the 
effect of large M, and small M2. on the normalization. In all the 
plots, it is clear that this last case does not normalize with the 
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other cases. 
The magnitude of the transmitted wave (plus and minus solu-
tion) is plotted in Figure 2-3. These functions do not tend to zero for 
high frequency. The asymptotic values, which may be taken from 
Figures 2 -l and 2-2, are also used in the normalization. We have 
plotted 
where we recall that To is the compact solution and T co is the 
high-frequency solution. Normalizing in this manner, however, 
causes the differences (for a given frequency) in results for eachMach 
number to be greatly exaggerated. We could use one curve to repre-
sent these results with very good accuracy. The insensitivity to Mach 
numbers is to be expected, since the asymptotic solution is so closely 
related to the compact solution, and since both values were used to 
normalize the numerical results. From the plot we see that for re-
duced frequencies above 5, the results are within 10 per cent of the 
high-frequency limit. For reduced frequencies below one, the results 
are within 10 per cent of the compact solution. 
In Figure 2-4 we have the phase of the transmitted wave (plus 
and minus solution). Recall that this value was closely related to the 
high-frequency solution. We have plotted 
and 
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We may use Figures 2 -l, 2-2, and 2 -4 to calculate R Y'9 T . Doing 
so, we see that the corrections given by Figure 2-4 are small com-
pared to the actual values, Ar~ T , and could be neglected. To good 
accuracy, then, we could simply use the high-frequency solution for 
all values of reduced frequency. By definition, the asymptotic solu-
tion must predict that the phase will be proportional to the frequency. 
This graph tell us that the constant of proportionality 
Av-'3 T I 
(3 (3~Q) 
holds quite accurately for all frequencies. The constant of propor-
tionality may be taken from Figures 2 -l and 2 -2. 
In Figure 2-5 we have the magnitude of the reflected waves 
(plus and minus solution) plotted. We see that the normalization is 
somewhat less satisfactory. Recall that we restricted the exit Mach 
number to a value close to unity and the entrance Mach number to 
small values. This graph verifies that as the inlet Mach number in-
creases, the normalization becomes less effective. We could, with 
reasonably good accuracy, represent these data with one curve. 
The phase of the reflected wave, plus solution, is plotted di-
rectly in Figure 2-6. The phase of the reflected waves, minus solu-
tion, was normalized. We have plotted 
Ar~ RP 
and 
0 Both of these functions tend to 90 , as expected, and the same diffi-
culties occur for large entrance Mach numbers as occurred in the 
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magnitude (Figure 2-5). We could represent these data with one 
curve for the plus solution and one curve for the minus solution quite 
accurately. Considering Figures 2-5 and 2-6, we essentially have 
the compact solutions for reduced frequency below 1/2, and the high-
frequency solution for reduced frequency above 10. The normaliza-
tion factor used when plotting Ar~ R may easily be calculated using 
eq. (2. 36) and Figure 2-2. 
In Figures 2-7 and 2-8 we have the magnitude and phase, re-
spectively, of the transmitted wave, entropy solution. The normali-
zation is clearly unsatisfactory, as could be expected from eq. (2. 44). 
The high-frequency solution is not related to the compact solution, 
even with the restrictions we made on M, and Mz. It is clear, 
however, that the compact solution may be used quite satisfactorily 
for reduced frequencies below one. 
The magnitude of the reflected wave, entropy solution, is plot-
ted in Figure 2-9. The normalization is equally ineffective in this 
case. The high-frequency value (zero) is effectively attained for re-
duced frequency greater than 10. 
The results given in Figures 2-3 through 2-9 were intended 
primarily to represent inlet and exit Mach numbers characteristic of 
turbine blade rows and exhaust nozzles. For other applications the 
exit Mach number might be lower. Calculations were performed for 
exit Mach numbers 0. 8 and 0. 7 also. The normalization described 
previously was used on these results and are given in Figures 2-10 
through 2-2 3. 
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Comparing Figures 2-3, 2-10, and 2-17 for the magnitude of 
the isentropic transmitted waves, we see that the normalization be-
comes less effective as the exit Mach number becomes small. From 
Figures 2-4, 2-11, and 2-19 it seems that the phase of the isentropic 
transmitted wave is more accurately represented by the high-frequen-
cy solution as the nozzle exit Mach number decreases. However, 
from Figures 2-1, 2-2 we see that the actual phase also decreases. 
The normalization for the magnitude of the is en tropic reflected 
waves becomes less effective as exit Mach number decreases (see 
Figures 2-5, 2-14, and 2-19). The same is seen to be true for the 
phase of these waves by comparing Figures 2-6, 2-15, and 2-20. 
It is reasonable to expect that for exit Mach numbers approach~ 
ing unity the normalization will improve (although for values very 
close to unity special care will be needed in the numerical integra-
tion). In conclusion then, it seems that while the normalization 
scheme is limited, it appears to be quite useful for practical Mach 
number nozzles. 
2. 6 Examples of the One-Dimensional Model 
Example 1. We would like to use these solutions to solve a 
practical problem and to see how the graphs are implemented. Sup-
pose we are given a nozzle which accelerates a flow from M, to Mz 
in a length X, The flow continues through a constant-area duct 
and after a length Xe- X, is terminated with a known impedance ~ e 
The impedance is defined as 
I 
~- E.~ 
.J u' 'tP 
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+-
Given that a P, disturbance exists, and also that an entropy 
wave cr = s'/CP is convected into the nozzle, we would like to be able 
to calculate the resulting waves in the downstream duct (see accompa-
nying diagram). 
p,+-
M. a--
Consistent with our analysis, we use the length scale x,o."'/{u2 -iJ.)==.f 
to make the problem dimensionless. We may write 
P .. i..Ce+ 'f p- i.Cz. S z e + 2 e 
Mi:.(s) p2+ e t"Cz/f- Pz- e i.C2. r 
where 
f.=j 
The impedance may be written as 
and from eq. (2. 16) 
By using Je , we may eliminate P2 
p
2
+ :fe -I e i fe ( Cz .. - Cz.) 
.fe +I 
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f 
and solve for Pz explicitly 
= 
It only remains that Tp Rrv~ be calculated. Let 
M1 = o .3 =f> J.: = o.loG Mz.= 0.9 ~ Je =0-837 
and suppose 
This gives 
17.5 0 
The compact solutions (2. 30 ), (2. 3 3 ), (2. 34) give 
Rmo= -0.024-
Teo= o . t35 
Then Figure 2-2 gives 
Figure 2-3 gives 
If. I-t 
1~1-l 
Arg TP -tf:..</>+=20.3 0 
(3 (3 .... «1 
0 .2 10 
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Figure 2-4 give s 
3 
0 
Figure 2-5 l ~J =0.90 ~ IRml= 0 .021 
Figure 2-6 gives 
To get l..o~ we need eq. (2. 36) and Figure 2-2, which give 
1 n~ !..:1.: l.. _ c _ c m ...vn l-;}i. + oe - 20.3 ~ zoe- 60.8 
Hence, 
R .... = 0 .02/ /-8G.0 
Figure 2-7 gives 
\~J =o 92. =P \Tel =.124 
Figure 2-8 gives 
1 (3 fl - ~e rJ., o T o 
-Arg 1e + 2 ..un Ji -(36.'-¥+=7 =PArg 1e= 35 
. ·. Te = 0./2.4 /35° 
which completes the solution. 
As an example, suppose the nozzle continues to infinity (i.e., 
the end impedance is somehow matched) . Let us perturb only the 
entropy upstream of the nozzle. A typical static temperature fluctua-
tion one might find downstream o£ a turbojet burner is 
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Since there is no pressure disturbance, this gives 
I s/cpl = .os 
and our analysis gives an acoustic wave propagating downstream of 
the contraction 
I P/ (f PI= (o5)(.1Z4) =.ooGZ 
or I p' 1 = 1sodb r-e .0002 dyne/cm2. 
if the mean pressure in the exit section is l atmosphere. 
13 Example 2. As a final example we would like to discuss a 
rather unusual application of the quasi-steady analysis. 10 We con-
sider the inlet of a duct with a mean flow Mach number M < l. Sup-
pose that somewhere downstream of the inlet we create an a coustic 
disturbance, p- , which will propagate upstream. The wave, upon 
reaching the inlet, will reflect , and a wave R p- will be created 
which will propagate downstream of the inlet. The quantity R. is 
//il/1/!ll 
"(' p-
M_.,. 
RP-
~\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
Reflection of an A cous tic Wave P- at a Duct Inlet. 
complex in general and is known as the reflection coefficient of the 
inlet. The problem is to determine the value of R given the duct 
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Mach number M , i. e., R (M) 
We model the inlet of the duct as a region of zero axial length 
over which the mean flow is accelerated from rest ( M=O ) to the duct 
Mach number M A disturbance of finite wave length will appear as 
quasi-steady, and hence this region appears as a compact nozzle with 
inlet Mach number zero and exit Mach number M For a disturb-
ance downstream of this "nozzle" equation (2. 33) reduces to 
M-1 
Rrno = M+f 
where the inlet reflection coefficient R = Rmo 
R(M) = M-1 
Mfl 
Hence, 
(2. 46) 
Some recent measurements by Ingard and Singhal 1 of this reflection 
coefficient R.(M) were seen to be accurately represented by 
I (/-M) t.33 Rl= .95 /+M (2. 47) 
These experiments were performed in a duct 3/4" X 3/411 in cross 
section for disturbances of frequency ~ 1 kHz and Mach number 
from zero to 0. 4. The following graph shows the magnitude of R 
from eq. (2. 46) (dashed line) and that from eq. (2. 47) (solid line). 
The similarity is obvious, but the experimental results (solid 
line) are consistently low. This discrepancy is discussed in ref. 13 
in terms of three-dimensional losses at the inlet (which our simple 
model cannot consider) and in terms of some possible problems with 
the methods used to measure the values of R (and M ) leading to 
(2. 47 ). It seems clear, however, that the reflection coefficient R, is 
most strongly influenced by the acceleration of mean flow from ambi-
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ent conditions to the duct Mach number M in the inlet region. 
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Ill. SECOND-ORDER DUCT ACOUSTICS 
3. l Introduction 
In the previous chapter we found that a mean floww ith strong 
gradients could interact with first-order pressure and entropy waves 
and give resulting pressure waves of the same order. In that case 
we wrote the governing equations (2. l) - (2. 4) by considering an 
average of the flow variables over a cross section of the duct in the 
same spirit as the equations of one-dimensional gas dynamics for 
variable -area channel flow are derived. To consider the variation of 
the flow variables across the duct we would need to calculate the full 
two-dimensional solution. This calculation is difficult because the 
two-dimensional disturbance and the resulting two-dimensional 
waves are of the same order. 
h h l-3 Muc oft e recent work on such two-dimensional effects 
has been concerned with the effect of a sheared mean flow on the duct 
modes; area variations were not considered. Small area variations, 
as well as mean velocity shear, mean temperature shear, and acous-
tical duct linings were considered simultaneously by Nayfeh and 
K . 4 a1s er . 
If the variations in area of the duct are small (such that the 
steady disturbance to the mean flow is small), then first-order peri-
odic disturbances give resulting two-dimensional waves which may be 
calculated by a second-order expansion. In general, we may consid-
er three kinds of disturbances: entropy waves, acoustic waves, and 
vorticity waves . In this chapter we will seek the second-order solu-
tion which results from the interaction of a two-dimensional entropy 
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wave and the small area variation. 
The solution will be found in the following manner. The equa-
tions of motion (two-dimensional) are expanded to second order. The 
zero-order solution is just the constant-area channel flow. The 
first-order solution has a steady part which corresponds to the dis-
turbance to the steady channel flow imposed by the area contraction. 
The non-steady portion of the first-order solution corresponds to the 
periodic disturbances due to the entropy wave. 
Having solved for the first-order solutions, we may write the 
second-order equations with inhomogeneous terms involving products 
of first-order terms. We will retain only the periodic inhomogeneous 
terms of interest, i.e., those involving the interaction of the entropy 
disturbance and the steady flow disturbance caused by the wall de-
flection. We solve for an inhomogeneous solution with homogeneous 
boundary conditions (no wall deflection) via the Green's function 
method. A homogeneous solution satisfying the boundary condition 
(wall deflection) expanded to second order is found v ia the Fourier 
transform method. The final solution is expressed in terms of com-
plex amplitudes of propagating duct modes (the waves which propagate 
far upstream and far downstream of the contraction). 
We will express the solution in terms of a general entropy 
wave disturbance and show how this leads to some simplifications of 
the calculations of the acoustic mode amplitudes. Some general ob-
servations will be made about the behavior of the duct modes and 
some calculations for particular examples will be presented and dis -
cussed. 
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3. 2 The Expansion to Second Order 
We have a duct of height 2. b , with a (subsonic) axial mean 
flow velocity U . Over a portion of the axial distance X. (-a.<. X (ct ), 
the area of the channel varies slightly. The area variation is ex-
pressed as a small deflection in the wall, f(x) , away from <j=O 
or ~=2b, see accompanying diagram. 
tj=2b ----~---------
d=b-----------+--- ----+-----------------~-x )(:::- a. 
~j_==O f 
fCx) 
x=a. 
The equations of continuity, axial momentum, vertical mo-
mentum, and entropy conservation are 
(g_ + u d -t-v L )P + p/Ju.. + dlf) - o ~ot Tx d~ ~dx d<.j 
( Q_ + U Q_ + 1.f .d__) U +_I Jp dt ax o~ P dX 
(Q_ + UQ_ + lf Q__ \11 + _I dP at dx d<j ) P o ;J_ 
0 
0 
( 3. l) 
(3. 2) 
(3. 3) 
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(Q_ + u Q_ +vfL )s = o ot ax alj.. (3. 4) 
Assuming a second-order expansion for the solution: 
_p + p<•l + .P(2) 
U+ u<'' t U.(2 > 
v''' 1- 11 <t) 
(3. 5) 
p ~ p(l) + p(21 
5('1 + 52) 
The zero-order quantities are constants; the first- and second-order 
quantities depend on X,~, t in general. Inserting (3. 5) into (3. 1)-
(3 . 4), we get the first-order equations 
(I) 
(
c) c) ) P du (1/ o ubi 
- +U- - + - +- - o at dx _p Jx d<j. 
0 
0 
(:d_ + u d._) ~1)::: ( Q_ + u Q_ )( p(l) - p<t)) = at ax cp \at ax A~P .P 0 
and the cor responding second-order equations: 
(o d ) rz> (t)Jp<'' (IJd.Pw J{;du'z) dvw) -+U-p +U- +?J- + -+-
cH: dx dx d~ c)x d~ 
+P - +- - o (l)td d'} 0 7J(I} ) -dx d~ 
( 3. 6) 
( 3 . 7) 
(3. 8) 
(3. 9) 
(3. 10) 
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p/~ + U Q_)11w t•>( Q_ U d__) 7Jr'' (dt dx +.Plot+ dx 
+ p(u''' d_ + ?.!'' _Q__)vr•> + o ptz> = 0 
oX d!.J d~ 
( 3. 11) 
0 (3. 12) 
_!_(Q_ ~ xp21_ J...(Po')z)_(Q_ d_ \(!I2'_J.(Pr'')2) 
(f dt + u 0 X p 2 p ( (J t + u d X AP 2( _p 
I 0 (11 o v(•> ~ ) p <u (:ur'' o lfr,, d ) p(''-
+-U- + ~ -- - + - -- 0 ~ d>< dlj P dx OIJ .P 
(3. 13) 
3. 3 First-Order Solutions 
Non-Steady Solution. The non-steady, first-order disturb-
ances that may exist are, in general, entropy waves, vorticity waves, 
and acoustic waves. We will be interested here in the entropy waves 
(for which there are no associated pressure fluctuations) and hence 
(3. 9) becomes 
Suppose we consider entropy waves with lines of constant phase with 
normal at angle Vs to the channel axis, radial frequency W 5 , and 
convecting through the channel with the mean flow. In this case we get 
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(3. 14) 
P.(IJ-s = 0 
uf'=o 
(I) 
V.s =o 
and -ks = Ws/(U GOO Vs) 
-- -sC•lfcp cr = (first order) complex amplitude /1 
5 = subscript referring to quantities associated with the en-
tropy wave 
Steady Solution. Here, we seek the first-order, steady per-
turbation to the channel flow, U , p, and P caused by the contrac-
tion in the channel. Recall that the height is given by f(-x.) (see dia-
gram). 
---------------------~=6 
----------------~t-------------------4=0 
X=-a. f()() x=a d 
For the sake of simplicity, we assume the same deflection for 
the top of the duct, i.j=2b . The duct is symmetric about tj= b 
The equations (3. 6) - (3. 9) give 
d p(l} ou'0 dv(l1 u-- + dX + -- = 0 dx p d';j. (3. 15) 
0 (tJ d p(ll pU ~ + 0 dx dX (3. 16) 
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(3. 17) 
(1) (!) 
_p - p 
p '(P 
(3. 18) 
Equations (3. 16) and (3. 17) may be used to show that a potential-type 
solution is appropriate: 
u(l)_ oi.P 
ox 
yl•J_ d'f 
O'J 
Then we find 
Using (3. 21) and (3. 18) in (3. 15) we get 
(3. 19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
where Mz.= U2. ..P/?1 P =d/C2, mean Mach number. We define the 
Fourier transform {P of <f : 
(1) 
i!i (~ 1 ~) ~ ( 2~)''• f 'f( X, '-j) e-;x f dx 
-a> 
Assuming this integral converges, this gives for (3. 22) 
(3. 23) 
To insure rapid convergence of tf(X,!j.) we pick the area change to be: 
((x) = §_(3+4~Tf l + cero2rr.X) 8 a. a.. (3. 24) 
-{(x)= o lXI> a 
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Then +(X) has first, second, and third derivatives which are con-
tinuous. 
h V (t) T e boundary condition on 
wall) gives 
dlf>_(o 
oi.J. udf 
dx 
and therefore 
Lj.=b 
~=o 
co 
ofP _ I f olf -ix~ d~j- (Lo) - (2rr)~ - Q) O'cf (x,o)e dx 
~~(S,b) = 0 
The solution for ~(~ J lcJ) takes the form 
(velocity is tangent to the 
(3. 25) 
(3.26) 
where a(i) and b(f) will be determined upon applying (3. 25). The 
potential l.f is then found by the Fourier inversion of p 
<D 
~(x,~)= (2~)Vz J <J!(L~j.)eL rxd s (3. 27) 
-oo 
S ome of the details of the cal culation may be found in Appendix A. We 
present here only the results for the steady pressure disturbance. 
lXI >a. 
lXI< a. 
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En _ -Ml.iTE 
¥P 4a"~(!-M2) Va 
(m)z. J. nrr )z a l (1-MlJ*b 
3. 4 Second-Order Solutions 
(3. 28) 
Inhomogeneous Equation, Homogeneous Boundary Conditions. 
The second-order equations (3. 10) - (3. 13) may be rearranged to give 
(3. 29) 
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The inhomogeneous term simplifies because we are only con-
sidering a first-order entropy wave interacting with the first-order 
steady disturbance. In this case, the unsteady second-order terms 
which remain are: 
-c - _1 z ['d (Pc" ox .P Q__ ( pi")) Q_ (~l Q_ (pi'') )~l ox ~P + otj. _p Otj. ~p J 
P Co1/vp where I o is the steady pressure field due to the wall deflec-
en/ tion and Ps P is due to the entropy disturbance. 
We will have the boundary conditions 
otf (x o) = o'f (X Zb) = 0 O<J I 0~ I 
Then write eq. 
(3. 30) 
(3 . 31) 
In addition, we specify that no waves propagate towards the contrac-
tion for I XI~ CD This is the radiation condition. 
We will express the solution as: 
CXl 2b 
lf' (X I lJ ) = f f G {X, 'J j $ /YJ ) F ( s} r;) d '1 d f (3.32) 
-a> 0 
is the Green's function. The details of the 
calculation of the Green's function w ill be found in Appendix B. We 
present the results here: 
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e ~ ex.p LW C X Lwt{ [ . I J 
4LbW 1-M 
N 'n 
+ \ _1 cos{mn26)cos{mrriS) [· f-M + _, __ (mrrc)2-' )~ex- ;)l 
L 2ib (~ 2 ( 11 )2. "2))~ cr_p ({1-Mz. I-M2l 2bw 1-M2 C J 
m=l l ~c) - Tr {1-M 
_ ~ _1 cos(mtrii;)co_{mrrtf;) exp[i~M _/l_(mrrc)z_,_
2
1)w(x-'()J ~ 2Lb (i(wjz ~m11)2 ( 2)))i ~1-M2~ 2bw 1-M c 11'1-N,+I - - ..!...l!.l 1-M 
c 2b 
+ f- _, cos(mrr~)co~mnf5) ex l(f-M w(x--r~· (mrrc.)2-' __ ,_
2 
~(x-!~1 
..,S., 2b ( ('i~J'(I-M') -(~)' )v,_ P[_'(I-M' c f.l2bw 1-M' o-MYc J 
(3. 33) 
LW tj_ C [-(W(C xj 
e l4i.bcu exp I+M 
+ ~ -'. co~rr~)co{mrr(E) expt· {M __ 1_
2 2
_(mrrc)2_1_2.) ~(X- '5~ 
L Ztb{( ( rr)z ) 'L (1-M~ (r-M) 2bw J-M c 
m=l (w)z- ('(I U-M2) 'l. 
c 2b 
+ ~ _1 cosm11-$cosmrr-f& [L(_f!l_ ~~x-f)'- (mrrc)2-' __ I_ w(x-I~J L 2b tl 2. ( ) 2 ) ~ c-xp l1-M2 cv ) 2 bw 1-Mz. (i-M2) 2 c J 
rn=N+I I(~~} (1-Ml)- ~ z 
(3 . 3 4) 
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where we define 
N = largest integer such that Nrrc < Zbw (/-M2}'12 
N, = largest integer such that M rrc < 1 , i. e. , N. ~ N 
2bw 
In (3. 33) the first and second summations represent waves propagat-
ing upstream. Note that these represent two unique waves which may 
exist. The third summation represents waves which propagate up-
stream but are attenuated as they do so. In (3. 34) the first summa-
tion represents waves propagating downstream and the second sum-
mation represents waves which propagate upstream but attenuate as 
they do so. 
To calculate the forcing function for eq. (3. 32) we recall 
(3.35) 
where 
.P}'' 
is given by eq. (3. 28) and .P is given by eq. (3. 14). 
The results of the calculation of f:(Xj) are given in Appendix C. We 
now define 
c m=o 
4-i.bw 
2 it{(~ f-(;~ )2(1-M 2)) ~ o.::::::.m!;./V Am = 
I 
2 b( (-':Z Yr-M 2)-(~ J z) ~ N~m 
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Then we may write the Green's function 
N L Am cos{mTT 2~)co.{mrr 2:)exp [i ~ {x- ·n[;~z i I2r11)l 
fii=O 
- £ Am c o:{m rr ft)co'{mtr 2: )ex p [i ;; (J(- 'Of'i !. -fl.,)] 
N,+l 
+I Amco1mrrfb)coimrr~)exp[t" ~(x-rJ{;~t-if2m)] (3 . 36) 
N+t 
x > ! G c x, 'd, r/ "?. ) = 
l A., co.s(mn~)co~mn ;b)exp [i ~(x- r)(,~. -fl..,)] 
+ f A .. cos(mrr f ~co:(m!T z:)exp[' ~ (x- rJ{t~ z + Wm)] 
N~l 
We must calculate 
co 2b 
'( ( x, 'j) = j [ G(x,:f., f, 7) F(f, '])d7dJ 
-(X) 0 
If we let 
(3.37) 
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G_ (X I~; "( 1 ) = G (X, 'J.; f, 1 ) X.) f 
G+(X,~if,i) = G(><,CJ;f"'l) X<~ 
F_(r, 1) - F(f, ??) 5< -ev 
We may now break up (3. 32) 
X< -a 
{X[ <:Q. 
'f(X,'j) = l j GJd f + 1 G,F_df b( X -a 
o -c:v X 
+ ( G+t::odr +[~+F, dr }d"' 
ZbfJ -a. f X 
'f{X,'j) = jo ( J -ao GJ-df + -a. G_ F,d J 
+ fc;,, Fo df + fc.'"'G+F,df} d'Yf 
'-f(x,'J) = t {l:cJ_ds +ja."c..F.df 
+ f.x6 _ r~ d:; + J'G+r;dr]d"Z 
a. X 
and the solution may be found. 
(3. 38) 
(3. 39) 
( 3 . 40) 
(3. 41) 
Suppose we are interested in waves which propagate far away 
from the contraction, i.e., as a result of the second order interac-
tion, what disturbances exist for x-:tco. 
Consider first x-.-+ro ; we use (3. 41) and neglect the fourth 
integral since it must converge to zero. In the first through third in-
tegrals we use (3. 37) for G- , and we neglect the second summation 
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as being exponentially small (we neglect the attenuated waves). Then 
the Green's function for these three integrals becomes 
and F may be had from (C2 ), (C3 ), or (C4) according to (3. 38 ). 
Since this calculation will give the (inhomogeneous) solution for the 
pressure wave at x-+oo we call it 
(3. 42) 
Next, we consider x~ -oo We use (3. 39), neglect the first inte-
gral, and in G+ in the last three integrals (use eq. (3. 36)), we 
neglect the third summation (attenuated waves). The Green's func-
tion simplifies to 
and F may be had from ( C2), (C3), or (C4) according to (3. 38). 
We call this solution 
Homogeneous Equation with Boundary Condition. To complete 
the solution we must solve the following problem: 
0 (3.44a) 
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olf GCx) eiwt (3. 44b) 
-
Olj. ~=o 
aVJ . t 
-
f"(X) elW (3.44c) 
O'j 'd :Z.b 
(2) C:wt 
where t.p(x,~,f)= ~(x,cpe and the functions F , G will be 
determined from a second-order expansion of the boundary condition 
on the channel walls. The sum of this solution and the inhomogeneous 
solution from the last section will give the complete solution. Let 
p~1 ffi(X;';j) = ~p {X,'J) for brevity; then we get 
Let 
assuming the integral converges, this gives for (3. 45) 
2 lf~~ -(~rrJ)t= o 
which gives 
Transforming the boundary conditions, we define 
- ) t joo · rx G('~) =lf''i('f/0 = (
2
1T)Yz G(X)E( dx 
-ro 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
(3. 48) 
(3. 49a) 
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co 
F(i) = 'f 'if (r,Zb) = (~rr) '!?. £:(1) e; rx dx 
We now solve for a('f) and b(j) in (3. 48), to find 
where 
_ smh[ 9(f){2.b-~J] 
s 1 n h {_2b$JCfJ] 
Using the convolution theorem we may solve: 
We must find 
ClO 
H(x)= (z~r.Jii(;Je -<r~~ 
00 
J M = (;rr!,. f Jme-;r'::!r 
-oo 
-cv 
(3.49b) 
(3. 50) 
(3. 51) 
(3. 52) 
(3.53) 
The details of these calculations may be found in Appendix D. 
We present the results here. 
x~o H(x) = 
- (rr)fir,) r· w M 1 
+ T (b expl£.Xc t-M2 
~ (-{1. s1n(nrr-l5) , sin[ ...L ~(w) 2- {I-Mz{nrr)2)V~1 
f;-; ({-~~y -{1-Mz)) Yz [i-M'/ 1 C ~2b J 
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(3. 54) 
x~o J(x)-
~ sm(nrrtJg r_L ~(w) 2 U-M2.{n1T) 2)~] f;; (~~';!Y+wJ)'4 smU-M'iiC - 4ib 
(-rr)~(t) ~ sw{nrr/i;) + 2 b L ((t-M2)_f_zbw)2)~ 
N+f l-nfTC 
(3.55) 
where again N is the largest integer such that 
(~) 2 > (1-Mzj1;) 2 
We now calculate G(x), F(X) from (3. 44). The boundary condition on 
'J. = 0 is 
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v (r)+ v(?.) df 
U t- U(''+ uc21 dx (3. 56) 
~=f(ll) 
which insures tangency of velocity at the wall. Expand the velocity 
terms in a Taylor series about y = 0: 
We insert this expression into (3. 56), and retaining second-order 
terms 
(3.57) 
A similar procedure at ~ = 26 gives 
lf (z)(x 2b) = 11 (•)(X 2b) t.ln(x Zb)- J<f'c' x 2b) f(x) 
u 1 u I u I d~ I u 
(3. 58) 
Using (3. 12) we may write 
olf = _ _rjfQ.. +U 4....)urz1 + .P('( ~ + u d._) ?./'1 
o'<f c1_~ot dx .P at ox 
+(U<o~ + 1fc,7 Q_) 1!(1)] 
l'" ox o7J (3. 59) 
which we evaluate at ~=0 (or <J = 2b ) and insert (3. 58). 
Consistent with our previous work we retain only the cross 
terms of interest, which simplifies (3. 59): 
() (rl ' (•} 
1 ..rs o V 
=---u-
C 2 P oX 
(3. 60) 
where 
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.Ps lt) 
.P 
~ rl•l 
may be had from (3. 14) and u 
( ~=: ) 
- u df dx 
lXI> a. 
lxi<Cl. 
~=o 
~=2b 
from 
Combining (3. 14) and (3. 61) into (3. 60) and setting Ws= W 
G {x) 
(3.61) 
= t M2() E([t exp(-iksxcoslJs)(c oirr ~)+ co:f..2rr ~)) lXI< a 
= 0 IXI>a. 
~(X) 
= - i_ M2fT~(!I)etp(-it?sxcos"Vs-L2bhss;mJs) 
(co s(rr E_) +co s(2 rr &)) 
=o 
1 xi< a 
I X!>a. 
(3. 62) 
We are now in a position to perform the integration (3. 52) using 
(3. 54), (3. 55), and (3. 62). We substitute r for X in (3. 62) and 
I X-'f for X. in (3. 54) and (3. 55). The integration (3. 52) may be 
written 
c.. a. 
(zrr)'lz p~ (x,'J) = LrcrJ Hfx- rJd r + L G(f)J(><- r!dr (3.63) 
If we are interested in X< -a. (orX>a. )wehaver>x (orr<x) 
in these expressions, so we use the appropriate form of H{x-')) and 
j(X-1) for X- 'f < C (or X-! .:>0 , see (3. 54)). We a1s o must insure 
that the radiation condition is satisfied. We want no waves propagat-
ing upstream for X>) a and no waves propagating downstream for 
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X<<-a. This condition is satisfied by limiting the indices on 
eqs. (3. 54), (3. 55). If we are interested in IXI>i> 0. we may neglect 
the attentuated waves, i.e., n > N in any summation. 
For lXI< a. we must integrate in the following manner: 
x a (2rr)~ (_plJ(X,fj) = j F('f)l-l~(x- ))d'f + j F('f)Hr(x-rJdr 
-~ X 
~ a 
+ j G('f)J_p (X'- f)ds + j G('f)Jr-(X- r)dr 
-oo X 
( 3. 64) 
where the subscript -f (or r ) refers to the appropriate form of 
H(x-1) or :J(x-5) for x- r >0 (or X-~<. 0 ). In this man-
ner we may find 
Since this is the homogeneous solution, we define 
(3.65) 
(3. 66) 
which will give the waves propagating at large distances from the 
contraction and correspond to (3. 42) and (3. 43) for the inhomogeneous 
solutions. 
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3. 5 Calculation of the Duct Modes 
The acoustic waves which propagate in a (constant-area) chan-
nel must satisfy the homogeneous wave equation: 
{(d d ) 
2 z( cf J z ) } -dt +Udx - C(Jxz + d~2 Cf - o (3.67) 
where lf (X, I.J 1 f:) is the velocity potential as so cia ted with the wave. 
The solutions to (3. 67) will be of the form 
(3. 68) 
which are waves with constant phase lines with normal at angle V to 
X direction. Substitution of (3. 68) into (3. 67) gives the dispersion 
relation 
fo_ = w/c 
Mcosv~J 
(3. 69) 
Since the vertical velocity must vanish at the channel top and bottom, 
say ~ =-0, 2b we have 
o'f o<f = o 
0 iJ ~J-=0 O{J ~ =Z b 
and so the vertical velocity will be of the form 
smfnrr 2~) ex.p[L (wt-!? x cos v J] 
The pressure may be written in the form 
p(v) cos(mrr 2~ )ex.p[i(wt- 12 x cos v)] (3. 70) 
where P(y) is the amplitude of the mode with wave front angle ).) 
and is complex in general. We would like to express our s elutions, 
Pr~, P;, p;; J PH- (3.42), (3.43), (3.65), (3.66)inthis 
form. Then, given the mode number m we should be able to give 
the angle of the wavefront V , the amplitude, and the phase of the 
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mode. First, we define the following dimensionless variables: 
(3 = wa. the reduced frequency, which relates the acoustic wave-
C 
length to the contraction length 
! = X dimensionless axial length a. 
"7. = ~ dimensionless vertical length 
2b 
S = b/a height-to-length ratio of contraction 
(/ z (_mrr)z)~ Rm = l/-('1-M 12(3b m 5 N (i.e., R m is real and positive) 
For the homogeneous transmitted wave ( PH1" ) we have wavefront 
angle: 
and amplitude 
M-Rm 
MR .... -1 
and phase ¢H~ 
51 n (2(3S tan Ys +tnfr) 
I+ C05 (2 (3 ~ ta/l.Ys rmfT) 
(3. 71) 
(3. 72a) 
(3. 72b) 
Just as in the inhomogeneous solution, two unique waves may propa-
gate upstream. For the homogeneous reflected wave P;; we have 
wavefront angles Vrm / 'Yem 
cos )),....._ _ tvl + R m 
and amplitude 
I +M Rm 
M-Rm 
1-MRm 
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1 sm=.N 
N,.::m~N 
)1 ,~ [2. (t + cos(2(35tanYs+m1T)~ 
l~m.!:N 
N,.::.m~ N 
and phase ¢ ;,rn J ¢ 14;,., 
tan c/> Ht.-m - tan¢ H;, N,~m~N 
(3.73) 
(3. 74) 
(3. 76a) 
(3. 76b) 
~ 
For the inhomogeneous transmitted wave Prm we have wavefront 
angle Ym , 
cos 1), = M -Rm 
MRrn-1 
o s m s,N, 
The amplitude is best left complex: 
(3.77) 
- 93 -
-94-
= t:~ ~ ~.A 
b .,JT m t-~ 
(3. 78) 
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For the inhomogeneous reflected wave ( p;_ ) we have wave-
front angles v,,.,, V2m 
COS V,m M+Rrn o~m~N 
I +MR"" 
(3. 79) 
CO.S Vem M-R,..., N . .c m .f:N 
1-MR ..... (3 . 80) 
and complex amplitudes 
- 96-(-) f Pru'll = 
€a- "' { l b f-Mt"ffAtrt 
-i ex_cf-nTT ](rdnn,)Gr_")fn-,r)tPn] 
'P' 'L 5(t-M~'1. a ~- a. \' IV 
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nrr . {; 1 ( ' (- m71 _) z 1 ) Yz $(1-M~v,. -({3 M(t-ft1 1) ~( {t-I'At.)z- c(Jf) 1-/l/lt. 
Ilm 
) 
P(-) 
(3.81) 
(-) = - p l"") P IZ.I't'l .:rrn (3.82) 
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The quantity Am has been defined before. In terms of the 
dimensionless quantities 
m o 
A"" 
o<m~N (3. 82a) 
also 
(3. 82b) 
The remaining quantities to be defined are: 
I.~~nJ1 I.,,J.-' Lr'"" 1 I:r''" 
We recall that N 
and may be found in Appendix E. 
and N, are the largest integers such 
that 
N,rr 
2(3$ <( (3. 82c) 
The procedure for calculating the final solution is straightforward. 
The dimensionless parameters at our disposal are M , 6 , (3 , and 
V5 , the entropy wavefront angle. We may then calculate the com-
plex amplitude of each mode by adding the homogeneous s elution 
(eqs. (3. 72a), (3. 72b) or (3. 75), (3. 76a), (3. 76b)) and the inhomoge-
neous solution (eq. (3. 78) or (3. 81), (3. 82)). 
If we specify M , 6 we can c alculate N , the nUin-
ber of modes which will propagate in the duct,from 
N largest integer < (3.83) 
so a higher frequency disturbance gives more propagating modes. 
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3. 6 Response to a General Two-Dimensional Entropy Wave 
We have an entropy wave of general vertical dependence con-
vecting with the mean flow. Then taking the place of (3. 14) we as-
sume 
Expand f' as a Fourier series in ( 0 1 2b ): 
the coefficients of the expansion may be calculated from 
Hence, 
LW -{ -U ' t .wx [ 
= e e 
Q., 
2... 
( 3. 84) 
(3. 85) 
(3. 86) 
f fo.i [ i)rrj -Orr[] DJ /_ i.jrr t -ijrr t] ) 1 
+Lz-e +e +ziLe -e 
J=l (3.87) 
Since our previous work requires the entropy wavefront angle 
for calculation of the acoustic mode, we would like to express (3. 87) 
in the form 
iwt -iRs(XCOSYs +'cjStnYs) 
CTvE e (3. 88) 
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We therefore re-write (3. 87 ): 
~r, -i/(5 (XCOS~·+~smvj) ,_ -iks(XCoSVj+!f.Stn}j)l} (3 . 89 ) + Lf) e +o-.J e J 
J=l 
with 
Uo = ao 
2 
and for the j th 
a · b'J· rr- . - J -'-VJ-2 .-2[ 
Vo = 0 (3. 90a) 
entropy mode: 
J>O 
(3. 90b) 
YJ = -Y.J J >O 
We have seen, eq. (3. 70 ), that in the m fn acoustic mode resulting 
from a disturbance of the type (3. 88) propagating at infinity may be 
written 
(3. 91) 
Here, K is a constant depending on M and €/ b , () v is the am-
plitude of the entropy wave with wavefront angle Vs , and Pm (Ys) 
is the amplitude of the mode. Given the entropy wave {('(JJ we can 
use (3 . 89) to give the general result for the amplitude of the mode 
Pm =(To Pm {v=o) +I~ Pm ('Yj) +OJ PmfVJJ] (3. 92) 
J=l 
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Wewouldliketorelate Pm(Yj) to Prn{-Vj) . Sincean 
entropy wave of the form of (3. 88) gives a resulting mode of the form 
of (3. 91 ), we consider an entropy wave of the form 
(3. 93) 
which is identical with (3. 88) except we use the negative of the en-
tropy wavefront angle. For non-zero wavefront angles of interest 
(i. e., fan Y5-= jfr ~ ), (3. 93) may be written as 
) 
,-r ~(wt -Chs XCOS ))s iJ1T .'[. CF(X,<j.,t =vvL.. e e 
iwt -{~s><COSVs -l)";{Zb-~) 
= CTv e e e 
( 3. 94) 
~s cos Ys = w/u 
If we now let "?.. = 2b-';j 0~'7. ~ 2b we get 
(3. 95) 
but from (3. 91) we must get an acoustic mode of the form 
p(2l r1.. "7.) i(wt-f2xcosv,) ~P {x,~,f) = K Pm(Vj)CTv CO::J...mrTzb ~ 
where 
. + -y /t1) JJ.; = tan ~JfT /33 
If we now express the mode in terms of 'j again (we are essentially 
turning the duct 11 upside down 11 from the viewpoint of any pressure 
measurement but not from the point of view of the entropy wave), we 
(3. 96) 
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which is identical to (3. 91) except for the factor (-)"' 
We now have the mode amplitude resulting from a negative en-
tropy wavefront angle. Comparing (3. 96) with (3. 91) we may write 
We may now write (3. 92) as 
"- 00 
P,.,= o;.Amrv=o) +LAm(~· ) [OJ +(-J'.,Bj] (3. 98) 
J'"' 
We see that given the Fourier coefficients (3. 90) of the cross-
sectional dependence of the entropy wave we can calculate the ampli-
tude of mode m by considering only non-negative entropy wave-
fronts. Each wavefront Vj corresponds to a mode of the Fourier 
expansion (3. 89). 
Expressing the wavefront angles as 
(3. 99) 
we notice from Appendix E, eq. (E7) and eq. (E8), that the integrals 
must be calculated differently if 
2n = :t(m = 2j) (3. 100) 
Otherwise, we may use eq. (E7) or eq. (E8) directly. 
In Sec tion 3. 3 we solved for the steady pressure disturbance 
resulting from the wall deflection. The solution (3. 28) may be con-
sidered a cosine series expansion, a" cos{n21T7])/"'7 = :J/2b) where 
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the Q,.. are functions of X By writing a general entropy wave 
in terms of a Fourier series (3. 85), (3. 86), we found that only cer-
tain wavefront angles need be considered, (3. 99). Now the first term 
in the integral for I j:'rnn ' i. e. ' cos m;r"? , is the vertical de-
pendence of the duct mode. The second term ( cosflCrrT( ) is from the 
cosine 
term ( 
series expansion (3. 28) of the steady wall pressure. 
-iZ ~(tanv.s)?? e M ) is the vertical dependence of the 
The third 
entropy 
wave. ( v -2i (3'ittanvsfr/ ) The term COS n 211711. e M may be considered 
to be the vertical dependence of the interaction of the entropy wave 
and the steady pressure disturbances from the wall deflections. Then 
the integral Irmn. is just a cal culation of the m"ffl cosine coefficient 
of an expansion (from Q!E '?'( !E I ) of this interaction. 
3. 7 Response to High-Frequency Disturbances 
We would like to investigate the behavior of the mode ampli-
tude for a given entropy mode ( J = constant) as the reduced freq uen-
cy becomes large. Since J = constant, (3. 99) gives 
= constant (3. 101) 
Consider first the homogeneous solution (3. 72), (3. 75), and (3. 76). 
It is clear that 
Now consider the inhomogeneous transmitted wave (3. 78). By looking 
at the values of the integrals defined in Appendix E, and keeping in 
mind (3. 101), we find for (3-+ co 
I ~'".1 ~I~.,..,;, I+m", I,,..,""'- (3° 
From the definition of (3. 82b) 
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(3 -, (3. 102) 
By considering (3. 78), we see that the dominant terms seem to be the 
first and the last summations. Considering the factor Am leading 
the equation, we see that 
The coefficient K may be easily calculated by expanding 
Ic11m for high frequency and by expanding the coefficient in the fifth 
summation similarly. Doing so, however, we will find that to C!((J-') 
K is zero, which implies that the first and fifth summations do not 
dominate. 
The inhomogeneous solution for the mode amplitude tends to 
.o- n 
zero for high frequency like P where n is at least 2. 
Rather than carry out the expansion to 6 (rrZ) the full cal-
culation was carried out for several large values of (3 The results, 
as well as the other parameters, are given below: 
S =I (contraction aspect ratio, b/a 
M=.3 
m=Z. (second acoustic mode) 
j = I (first entropy mode) 
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f3 4 IP; I f34\Pfi I f341Ptl f34\PI- I 
30 . 80 12 2. 12 . 16 
100 . 73 12 1. 96 . 17 
500 . 23 .05 3.02 . 05 
The above amplitudes have been normalized as follows 
IPI (3. 103) 
The subscripts H and I refer to the homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous solutions, respectively. The superscripts refer to the down-
stream wave and the upstream wave. 
We noted that the homogeneous solution behaved like f3 -4- for 
large (3 and that the inhomogeneous solution behaved like (J-n for 
large (3 where n is larger than 1 . We have normalized both so-
lutions in the preceding table by (3 -4- , which shows that both solutions 
{3-4 behave like . It is not unexpected that the inhomogeneous solu-
tion should behave as the homogeneous solution. 
This behavior is closely related to the wall deflection function 
{(x.) , (3. 24). Recall that we chose ffx) to have continuous first, 
second, and third derivatives. This was to facilitate convergence of 
the series representation of the steady pressure disturbance due to 
the wall deflection. Equation (3. 2 8) verifies that the convergence is 
-'I 
like n ' where n is the index of the series expansion. If one 
follows through the details leading to the homogeneous s elution, it is 
(3 - '( possible to see that the high-frequency behavior is a result of 
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the -4-n convergence of the expansion for the steady pressure. 
3. 8 Calculations and Dis cuss ion 
For low-frequency entropy disturbances, the duct responds 
only with plane waves ( rYI=O mode) propagating far away. For high-
frequency entropy disturbances, we have shown that the duct response 
drops off rapidly. If we are to examine the two-dimensional response 
of the duct, we should calculate for a reduced frequency high enough to 
give a few propagating modes, but not for such a high frequency that 
the response is negligible. 
For the calculations to be discussed here, we have chosen 
M = . 3 , the contraction aspect ratio (height-to-length ratio, b/a. 
S = I , and reduced frequency (.3 = wa./c = 5 .0 These 
values represent an entropy wavelength about one third the contraction 
length, and according to (3. 82b) will give four propagating modes (in-
eluding the plane mode) far a w ay from the contraction. Our high-
-4 frequency analysis tells us to expect mode amplitudes of about 5 ::::: 
10-3 (if (3 = 5 .0 is indeed a "high frequency). 
The Fourier decomposition of the vertical dependence of the 
entropy wave (3. 85) will, in general, give an infinite number of terms 
(entropy wavefront angles) for which we must c alculate the duct modes. 
For a "reasonably smooth" function .{( ~<]) we expect the Fourier co-
efficients (3. 86) to dec rease at least as fast as J-' where j is the 
entropy mode under consideration. Hence, we will c al c ulate for only 
the first ten entropy modes, including the plane mode. These results 
are pres en ted in Figure 3 -l. 
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2 
Th l ·td h b 1· db cr~ ...... z.Ld.:~ e amp 1 u es ave een norma 1ze y b 11 1-M .. and 
are generally~ 10- 3 as per the high-frequency analysis. Each curve 
is labeled with where the superscript indicates transmitted or 
reflected wave (+,- respectively),and the subscript m indicates the 
acoustic mode. The phase is also given for each curve, since the 
amplitudes are complex, in general. The amplitudes of the modes 
are not strongly dependent upon the entropy disturbance. 
The odd acoustic modes give no contribution for the J = 0 
entropy mode. Then we expect no asymmetric acoustic modes to re-
sult from that symmetric entropy disturbance (the symmetry is re-
£erred to the duct axis 'J = b ). Suppose a general entropy wave 
exists which has no mean component. Then (3. 86) and (3. 90) give 
o-a=O to be used in (3. 98), which then simplifies to 
00 L Am(Vj) Clj m even 
,...., 
P,..,., J=l 
OG I Am (Yj) bj m odd 
J=r 
If our general entropy wave is symmetric, bj = 0 , then no 
asymmetric acoustic modes P,., exist. If the entropy is asymmet-
, then no symmetric acoustic modes Pm exist. This 
behavior is not related to the symmetry of the duct deflection. The 
Arn(Yj) may be taken from Figure 3-1, for our particular example, 
for J ~ 9 
In the introduction to this chapter we noted that a one-dimen-
sional analysis, such as used in Chapter II, may be interpreted as 
an average of the perturbation quantities over the duct cross section. 
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Since all the acoustic modes have a cross -sectional dependence 
"""' co~mrr·tEJ (far from the contraction), it is clear that only the 
plane mode can contribute to the average. For an asymmetric en-
tropy disturbance, the plane acoustic mode will not be excited, and 
hence the average of the pressure disturbance across the duct will be 
zero. 
Note that on the duct axis <J= b , the odd modes give no con-
tribution, while all the even modes do contribute. Hence, any pres-
sure measurement we make on the duct axis will respond to the (com-
plex) sum of the even modes. For example, the results of Figure 3-1 
show that the second acoustic mode gives about five times the con-
tribution of the plane acoustic mode. 
In conclusion then, the duct responds to symmetric entropy 
disturbances by producing symmetric acoustic modes,and to asym-
metric entropy disturbances by producing asymmetric acoustic modes. 
The high-frequency response of the duct is governed by the smooth-
ness of the wall deflection. A smooth wall deflection will tend to 
respond less strongly than a "rough" wall will to high frequencies. 
The calculations also indicate that the amplitude of the acoustic modes 
is not overly sensitive to which entropy mode is disturbing the flow. 
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2 3 4 
ENTROPY 
5 6 7 8 
. 
MODE, J 
Fig. 3-1 Response for first ten entropy modes. Phase 
of mode (P+ downstream propag ating . p- up-
strea m propagating wave) given on each curve. 
M = 0.3. f3 = wa/c = 5.0. 6 = b/a = 1.0. 
9 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING THE RESPONSE OF A 
SUBSONIC NOZZLE TO ONE-DIMENSIONAL PRESSURE 
AND ENTROPY DISTURBANCES 
4. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter we des c ribe an experiment which was intended 
to test the analysis of Chapter II. In that chapter we found that a one-
dimensional nozzle could be subjected to three independent disturb-
ances: an entropy wave convected into the nozzle inlet, a pressure 
wave impinging upon the nozzle inlet, and a pressure wave impinging 
upon the nozzle exit. If the distribution of mean properties (Mach 
number) in the nozzle were known, the response of the nozzle could 
be calculated for each disturbance of a given frequency. Linearity 
then allows superposition of the independent solutions to give a general 
solution. 
The results of the calculation give the pressure perturbation 
field through the nozzle and also the pressure waves which are caused, 
by the interaction, to be propagated away from the nozzle. 
The experiments were carried out in a blowdown tunnel (inlet 
cross section 1 inch by 3 inches) which accelerates a mean flow of 
nitrogen from M ~ . 27 toM~ . 87 . The mean flow is perturbed by 
periodic heating of a grid of nichrome wires which are located up-
stream of the nozzle. By electrically pulsing the wire grid, the 
stream of nitrogen received a periodic fluctuation in total tempera-
ture. This causes an entropy wave and a pressure wave to propagate 
into the nozzle inlet. The downstream end of the nozzle was open to 
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the atmosphere, and hence any pressure wave which impinges upon 
the exit creates a wave (by reflection) which propagates upstream to-
wards the nozzle. Thus, the three disturbances are created. By mak-
ing measurements of the fluctuating pressure and other quantities, the 
three disturbances can be determined (the complex magnitude of the 
quantity is measured). After measuring the mean Mach number dis-
tribution through the nozzle, one may use the analysis of Chapter II to 
calculate the pressure perturbation field in the nozzle on the basis of 
the measured disturbances. The measured and calculated pressure 
perturbation field may then be compared. The measurements and cal-
culation both give the resulting waves which propagate away from the 
nozzle, and these may also be compared. 
The description of the experiment includes a brief discus sian 
of the calibration (measurement and adjustment) of the mean flow in 
the blowdown tunnel. The pulse heater (nichrome wire grid) will be 
described, as well as the electric al cir cuitry required to produce the 
electrical pulse for the heater. We then describe how the three dis-
turbances are measured and include here a discussion of data acquisi-
tion and processing. Results of some experiments are then presented 
so that the data may be compared with the anal ysis. 
4. 2 Description of the Experiment: The Blowdown Tunnel and Pulse 
Heater 
The Blowdown Tunnel. A schematic representatio n of the 
blowdown tunnel is shown in Figure 4-1. The gas (nitrogen) is sup-
plied from a bank of 20 high-pressure gas c ylinders, passes through a 
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pressure regulation system, a plenum chamber (designed to reduce 
turbulence levels in the gas flow), and finally enters the blowdown 
tunnel just to the left of the pulse heater in the diagram. This blow-
down system was designed and constructed by Dr. J. Auerbach (see 
ref. 8, Chapter II) in conjunction with experimental studies with a 
supersonic nozzle. The blowdown tunnel was re-designed to give the 
subsonic Mach number distribution required for the present experi-
ments. 
At the pulse heater, the tunnel is 3 inches in height and l inch 
1n depth. The depth is fixed throughout the tunnel; the cross -section-
al area is varied by changes in the height. From x = -8 11 to x = -1 11 
(see Figure 4-l), the tunnel height increases slightly. This is to 
compensate for boundary layer growth so as to provide a region of es-
sentially constant Mach number flow. This will be discussed in more 
detail shortly. In this portion of the tunnel, the Mach number was 
nominally . 27. The tunnel height then decreased to approximately 
l. 5 inches in an axial distance of 6 ! inches. This accelerated the 
flow to about Mach . 87 . The tunnel height was again increased slight-
ly from this point (x = 6! 11 ) to the tunnel exit (x = 14 11 ) to provide 
another constant Mach number flow region. 
In order to distinguish the three portions of the blowdown tun-
nel in this chapter, we use "tunnel" to refer to the entire blowdown 
tunnel. The region over which the flow is accelerated will be called 
the "nozzle. 11 The two constant-area regions (one upstream of the 
nozzle and one downstream) will be called the ''upstream duct" or 
"downstream duct. 11 
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The upstream and downstream ducts were each about 7 inches 
in length and their purpose will be discussed next. 
Recall from Chapter II that in regions of constant mean flow 
the equations (2. 1) - (2. 4) simplified such that the solution (2. 9) 
could be written down: 
( 4. l) 
The dimensionless wave numbers C:! were defined by (2. 10). Re-
+ -
call that P , P are the complex magnitude of the downstream and 
upstream wav es propagating in the constant-area section. If one 
were to measure Z:2 at two positions, say X, and X'z in the con-
stant-area duct, P+ and p- could be cal c ulated from (4. 1 ): 
p+ = ( lz(X,) eiC-Xz- l,(X2)eic_x')/D 
p- = ( rz(X2)eic..X. -l_,(X,) elC.'iz )/0 (4. 2) 
By applying (4. 2) to measurements made at two loc ations X, 
and Xz in our " c onstant area" ducts, we c an determine the waves 
leaving and entering the nozzle. In eac h of these duc ts we see in Fig-
ure 4-1 there are four dynamic pressure transducer ports, on the duct 
axis. The length of the ducts and separation of the ports were chosen 
to allow adequate resolution in the pressur e measurements. Notic e 
that the system (4. 2) becomes singular if X,=Xz If, in the presenc e 
of flow noise, the two points X, and are not separated 
"enough," large errors w ill r e sult in the c alc ulation of p+ and P 
bec ause the r e solution between the two measurements will be poor. 
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In other words, the two transducers should be far enough 
apart so that differences in their signals will be much larger than any 
flow noise. The effects of flow noise will be discussed in more de-
tail in the section on data acquisition and processing, §4 . 3. 
It is necessary to not only determine the distribution of Mach 
number through the nozzle, but also to determine if the Mach number 
is constant in the upstream and downstream duct. The total pressure 
was determined by inserting a pitot probe just downstream of the 
pulse heater. The static pressure was then measured at four posi-
tions in each of the ducts and in seven positions in the nozzle. In this 
manner, assuming the flow (exclusive of the boundary layers) was 
isentropic, the Mach number could be determined at each position. 
The adjustments to give constant Mach number in the two ducts 
were essentially a trial and error process. The first estimate (as to 
the slope of the walls) was made by assuming that the boundary layer 
was turbulent and incompressible. Schlichting 1 gives a relationship 
between boundary layer thickness and rate of growth of boundary lay-
er thickness under these conditions. By assuming various initial 
boundary layer thicknesses (thought to be at least within an order of 
magnitude correct), a mean rate of boundary layer thickness growth 
over the duct could be estimated. This mean rate was used as the 
first guess in determining the wall slope. By alternately adjusting 
the wall slope and measuring the static pressure distribution through 
the duct, the best value of wall slope was eventually determined. 
After the final adjustment, measurements showed that the change in 
the Mach number in the upstream duct was less than 2 per cent over 
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its length and less than 1 per cent over the length of the downstream 
duct. These figures represent approximately the resolution of the 
static pressure measurement system used. 
After having satisfactorily adjusted for boundary layer growth 
1n the upstream and downstream ducts, the Mach number was meas-
ured at the seven positions in the nozzle contraction. The numerical 
solution, as described in Section 2. 3, requires the Mach number at 
any point within the nozzle; hence, it was necessary to interpolate be-
tween the seven measured values. A cubic splines method was used 
to do this interpolation. This method guarantees a continuous first 
and second derivative throughout the region of interpolation, but does 
not allow one to specify, for example, the beginning or ending first 
derivative. Thus, the smoothed Mach number distribution which re-
sults from this calculation will not necessarily have a zero first de-
rivative at the inlet and exit of the nozzle as we know must exist. 
To allow a zero first derivative to be specified at the inlet of the noz-
zle, the cubic splines curve was not used between the inlet and the 
first static pressure measurement location (x ~ 1" ). In its place, a 
third-order polynomial was used. The four conditions specified for 
the polynomial were the Mach number at both ends and the first de-
rivative at both ends. This allows one to specify zero first deriva-
tive at the inlet. Also, continuity of first derivative is preserved, but 
continuity of second derivative is not. 
A similar method was used at the nozzle exit, but it was 
found that a slight overshoot in the Mach number resulted just up-
stream of the nozzle exit. This overshoot was minimized by slightly 
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moving the point, at which the cubic splines curve and the polynomial 
were joined, upstream or downstream. 
A typical graph of the Mach number and dimensionless velocity 
gradient, d(u/a"'J/d(XN) [see (2.5 )] as calculated by this method is 
shown in Figure 4-2. The upstream point (x :::::J 1") where the two 
curves (cubic splines and polynomial) were joined is clearly evident 
in the velocity gradient. This discontinuity in the second derivative 
should cause no problems as far as accuracy of representation of the 
mean flow. Recall from (2. 8) that the gradient only enters as M2. du/dx 
and hence, the contribution is small in the inlet region of the nozzle 
where the discontinuity occurs. 
It was not possible to control the total pressure exactly for 
each experiment. Since the nozzle is not choked this means that the 
Mach number distribution could vary from one experiment to another. 
It was assumed that for these small unavoidable changes in the total 
pressure the boundary layer thickness, and hence effective flow area, 
would not change appreciably. Thus, this smoothed Mac h distribution 
was used to generate a normalized area ratio distribution throug h the 
nozzle, which was assumed to be independent of nozzle total pressure. 
The inlet static pressure recorded for a given experiment could be 
used in conjunction with the area ratio function to calculate a Mach 
number distribution for that experiment. 
The Pulse Heater. We show a more detailed diagram of the 
pulse heater in Figure 4-3. The heater actually consists of three 
smaller heaters, each occupying about 1 I 3 of the upstream duct 
eros s -sectional area. The three heaters could be operated independ-
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ently to produce a two-dimensional heat pulse. Experiments con-
cerned with this mode of operation will be discussed in Chapter V. 
By connecting the heaters together (external to the tunnel) the entire 
cross section of flow could be heated uniformly, thus c reating one-
dimensional disturbances. We will be concerned with this mode of 
operation in this chapter, and we will consider the heater to be simply 
a grid of wires strung uniformly across the entire cross section of 
the duct. To produce a periodic disturbance a square wave of voltage 
was applied across the heater. The square wave was produced by an 
SCR commutation circuit which is described in more detail in Appen-
dix F. The resistance of the heater was 5. 4 ohms and the peak voltage 
was about 300. Hence, the peak power input to the heater was about 
16 kilowatts and this produced a temperature fluctuation in the gas of 
approximately 0. 3°C. This fluctuation is small because of the high 
frequency (400Hz) of the pulsing and the finite length of the heater. A 
higher frequency pulse produces a smaller temperature fluctuation 
due to the thermal lag of the heater wires . The thermal time constant 
of the nichrome wires in this flow corresponds to about 4 Hz. 
A longer heater will allow more heat to be transferred to a 
fluid element, but since the heat transfer decreases as the fluid ele-
ment temperature rises, this benefit has its limit. Also, an element 
of fluid will lose heat if it must pass through wires which are not con-
ducting current. The present heater represents a compromise be-
tween wire diameter and melting temperature, gas flow rate, electri-
cal power available, and frequency of pulses required. 
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4. 3 Data Acquisition and Processing 
Dynamic Transducers and Measurement of the Entropy Wave. 
The temperature fluctuation was measured at the position x = -0. 5" 
shown on Figure 4-1 with a 1. 2 8 IJ.m platinum/ rhodium cold-wire re-
sistance thermometer/ amplifier system. The wire carries a constant 
current of a low value (0. 2 ma) so that the velocity fluctuations do not 
affect the wire temperature. Gas temperature fluctuations are sensed 
by the wire as resistance fluctuations; the constant current then gives 
a fluctuating voltage cross the wire proportional to the gas tempera-
ture fluctuations. The signal is then amplified. 
Pressure fluctuations were detected with piezoelectric trans-
ducers and associated charge amplifiers. The transducers were cali-
brated by inserting a (calibrated) microphone nearly in the tunnel. A 
loudspeaker was operated near the tunnel exit such that typical signal 
strengths were detected by the microphone as would be expected in the 
actual experiments; there was no gas flowing in the blowdown tunnel. 
Care was taken to insure that the transducers were inserted to the 
same depth in the tunnel and inserted with the same torque for each 
experiment, as for the calibration. 
By measuring the temperature fluctuation, T' , and the pres-
P I sure fluctuation, , the complex magnitude of the entropy wave 
being convected into the nozzle can be calculated. The equation of 
state (2. 4) and the ideal gas law, P=pRT 
give: 
s' T 
Cp = f 
, may be linearized to 
( 4. 3 ) 
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Effect of Flow Noise on the Measurements. Since our analysis 
of Chapter II was a harmonic analysis, we must deal with signals of 
only a single frequency. If we pulse the heater at a fundamental fre-
quency, say F 0 , we expe c t to find temperature and pressure flue-
tuations at that frequency and all harmonics. We expect the funda-
mental component of the signal to be the largest, and hence we will 
attempt to measure the phase and magnitude of that component. 
The determination of phase and magnitude of the fundamental 
component, by any method, will be affected by the presence of noise. 
Consider, for example, a signal at the fundamental frequency of mag-
0 
nitude l. 0 and phase 0 . Suppose we also have present at this fre-
q uency another signal of magnitude S and phase ¢s where 
The sum of these two signals can be represented by 
the vector sum in the phase plane: 
The horizontal axis here represents the real (cosine) component of 
the signal and the vertical axis represents the imaginary (sine) com-
ponent. Then the net signal at the fundamental frequency will be rep-
resnted as the locus of points given by the circle in the above diagram. 
We c an write the magnitude of the net signal as 
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and the phase will be 
tan-' { s sm</?s ) 
f + 5 COS <1Js 
The presence of the secondary signal will cause a maximum 
"error" S in the determination of the magnitude and a maximum 
phase error = stn-'s If we consider the secondary signal to be 
noise, then we may call t/S the signal-to-noise ratio since it is the 
ratio of the amplitude of the signal to that of the noise. 
As an example, consider a signal-to-noise ratio of 10. We 
would expect to determine the magnitude of the signal to ± 10 per cent 
and the phase to .Z 5 In·' {.I) = "!: 5.7 ° . 
Since the temperature fluctuation in this experiment is small, 
one would expect that the pressure signals would be small (in fact, we 
expect P'/P=Cl(T/T) = 10-3 , see Section 5. 3). In this case, 
the flow noise will be expected to be significant compared to these 
signals. Reference 2 reports on the pressure fluctuation due (pri-
marily) to turbulence in a subsonic boundary layer. The power spec-
trum of this fluctuating pressure was found to be quite flat for fre-
quencies which cover our range of interest. The reported magnitude 
of pressure fluctuation was 
IP'I 
Patm 
= 
-'f 
J·/0 
This does not include any noise such as we may have from the 
mean flow region, from the plenum chamber, or from the flow pass-
ing across the pulse heater wires. It is clear,then, that the flow 
noise we will encounter will be roughly the same magnitude as the 
signals we seek to measure. Our previous statements imply that the 
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resulting errors in any calculation of phase and magnitude will be un-
acceptable. 
The method used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio here 
will be called ensemble averaging. The method is very straightfor-
ward and consists of averaging ensembles of data which, except for 
the noise, are identical. Suppose that we begin recording the output 
of one of the pressure transducers, for example, at time t, after 
the pulse heater is turned on at time to If we stop recording 
data at some later time tz , we call the record of data an ensemble 
of length tz.- t, The next time the heater is turned on, we again 
wait a period t,- to and record the output of the same transducer 
for length of time t,-t, We now have two ensembles of the same 
length. Since they represent data recorded with the same relative 
phase with respect to a periodic disturbance, they should be identical 
except for any contribution not associated with the periodic disturb-
ance. 
Suppose we have several such ensembles which were digitally 
sampled (each ensemble consists of a given number of discrete val-
ues). If we look at the same respective value in each ensemble (i.e., 
the jth value in each ensemble), then this value represents the sig-
nal recorded at exactly the same phase (time delay) with respect to 
the heat pulse. If the noise were small, all the values would be about 
the same, with some small scatter. Our inclination would be to sim-
ply take the mean of these values to get some average rep res entation 
of the signal (without the noise) which occurred at that time. The en-
semble average technique simply performs this averaging for all the 
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respective points in the ensembles. The resulting averaged ensemble 
would be expected to represent the signal more c losely. We also ex-
pect that if the noise is large we will need to average more ensembles 
to get a close representation of the signal. It is possible to show 
(see ref. 3) that if the noise has a Gaussian distribution, then aver-
aging in this manner will tend to decrease the noise relative to the 
signal like n iz where n is the number of ensembles averaged. 
We have shown that the unprocessed signal should have about 
equal amounts of noise, hence if we average 100 ensembles we should 
get a final signal-to-noise ratio of about 10. 
The circuit required to allow data acquisition in synchroniza-
tion with the heat pulses is d escribed schematically in Figure 4-4. 
A detailed description of each circuit may be found in Appendix F. 
We describe briefly the operation of the system here. The frequency 
reference consists of a crystal oscillator and provides a fixed (fre-
quency) digital signal to act as a time base for the entire experiment. 
The pulse generator logic (digitally) divides the reference signal to 
give five signals, three of w hich are shown on Figure 4-4 leaving the 
pulse generator logic and passing through a ground isolation system. 
These three signals are amplified and ultimately produce the high 
power pulses required to operate the pulse heaters. When we are 
producing a one-dimensional heat pulse, all three heaters (Figure 
4-3) operate as a single heater. In this case, only two of the three 
signals leaving the pulse generator are used. The reason that two 
are required is explained in Appendix F (in the discussion of the SCR 
commutation circuit). The third signal is required when it is neces-
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s ary to operate the pulse heaters independently. This mode of opera-
tion will be described in more detail in Chapter V. 
The production of the high power heat pulses causes a large 
amount of electrical noise which must not be allowed to interfere with 
the operation of the logic circuits . The ground isolation circuital-
lows the logic circuit ground and the high power circuit ground to be 
independent of each other. Besides the electrical noise in the g round 
of the high power circuit, a large amount of noise was radiated be-
cause the SCR commutation circuit generally switched on 60 amps 
in about 1 microsecond. This noise is in phase with the temperature 
and pressure fluctuations to be measured, and thus is not affected by 
the ensemble averaging process. Hence, it can strongly influence the 
calculation of the phase and amplitude of the fundamental component of 
those quantities unless isolated from the instrumentation (resistance 
wire amplifier and charge amplifiers). 
In order to prevent the radiated electrical noise from reaching 
the instrumentation, all wires carrying a high current with fast tran-
sients were heavily shielded. We were able to demonstrate that the 
electrical noise was not affecting the instrumentation; a typical exper-
iment was performed with two modifications. First, a pressure 
transducer was isolated from acoustic disturbances in such a way that 
its sensitivity to electrical noise was not altered. Second, the con-
stant current required to operate the cold-wire resistance thermome-
ter was turned off. The cold wire remained as input to its amplifier, 
but in this way it would not be sensitive to temperature fluctuations. 
Any electrical interference could still affect the wire . After the data 
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were processed, it was seen that the remaining signals (from these 
two transducers) at the fundamental frequency (which could only be 
caused by electrical interference) were negligible compared to the 
pressure and temperature signals recorded during a normal experi-
ment. 
Data Acquisition System. In order to allow the acquisition of 
data ensembles in synchronization with the heat pulses, the pulse 
generator produces two other signals. These signals ultimately reach 
a computer I data acquisition system which consists of a computer 
(Hewlett-Packard model 2100, with 32K integer words of memory) 
and a 16-channel analog/digital (A/D) conversion system. The "in-
strumentation11 referred to in Figure 4-4 consists of seven (analog) 
signals from the pressure transducer/charge amplifiers, one (analog) 
signal from the cold-wire resistance thermometer I amplifier, and two 
reference signals. One of these reference signals is a constant 1. 000 
volt d. c. signal which acts as a calibration check on the A/D convert-
er. The second reference signal is a TTL square wave at the funda-
mental frequency and allows one to easily check whether or not the 
ensemble averaging was performed correctly. (After any number of 
ensembles have been averaged, the square wave should be unaltered. ) 
These ten signals are input to the A/D converter. 
The 11 clock11 signal, which comes from the pulse generator, is 
a TTL square wave of a frequency which is some multiple of the fun-
damental frequency. The frequency of this signal will be discussed 
shortly. The 11beta11 signal is also a TTL square wave. If the beta 
signal is logical true, then the A / D converter samples the analog 
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channels in order, digitizes the voltage from each channel, and makes 
the digital number (representing the voltage for that channel) avail-
able to the computer . The frequency that the A/D converter samples 
from one channel to the next is that of the "clock" signal. The data 
controller (see Figure 4-4) causes the "beta" signal to be logical 
true for a pre-set number of cycles (of the fundamental frequency) 
and then become logical false for a pre-set number of cycles. The 
number of cycles that "beta" is true determines the length of the en-
semble. The length of time required by the computer to process the 
ensemble determines the number of cycles that "beta" is false (which 
inhibits data acquisition). 
The processing of the ensemble was done in one of two ways. 
For short ensembles (up to about 2 cycles in length), the ensemble 
averaging could be carried out in (computer) core. The A/D con-
verts the data making up the ensemble to digital form and the com-
puter stores the ensemble in memory. After the next ensemble is 
sampled, the values are added to the respective values of the previous 
ensemble which was already in core. For longer ensembles, this 
adding process requires too muc h time, and it is more efficient to 
write each ensemble on the magnetic disk memory. After the ex-
periment is complete, the ensembles are read off the disk and 
averaged by the computer . 
Since the static temperature of the gas falls during the experi-
ment, and since the cost of the gas is appreciable, it is best to waste 
the least amount of time during the experiment. At least part of the 
time the ensembles are being proc essed (either averaged in core or 
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being written on the disk), no data are being recorded. These two 
methods of processing the ensemble were used in order to minimize 
the time during which no data were being recorded. 
Calculation of the Fourier Spectrum. After the experiment is 
complete, the averaged data are written on magnetic tape for further 
processing. The data in this form are a record (for each channel) 
consisting of a set number of cycles of a signal with about 10 per cent 
noise content. We are now ready to determine the phase and magni-
tude of the fundamental component of each signal recorded. 
We denote the values in each record as VJ , J == 0 1 0 ... N-J 
where we have N equally spaced samples. Each sample 1/) rep-
resents the voltage (on the particular channel) at a particular time 
j tJ. t where !:. f is the sampling period for each channel. The 
sampling period is just the period of the "clock" signal multiplied 
by the number of channels scanned by the A I D converter. 
We would like to calculate the Fourier Series representation 
of the data record. If the record were a continuous function of time 
1!({), QGt.~T=Nt::.i , we would represent lf(t) as 
(X) 
lf ( t ) =I_ C n e x. P ( -211 in t/T) (4. 4) 
n•-aa 
with 
T 
Cn = ~ J v(t)e;x_p(2rrint/T)dt 
0 
(4. 5) 
Since we have sampled V{f.} at the discrete times OJC!.t,2..11f.. ···· Nt:.t 
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we approximate the coefficients by 
N-1 
Cn:::: ~ ~ -u(je:.-1:.) ex.p(ZrrinJ/N) 
j=-o 
(4. 6) 
which may be considered as the application of the trapezoidal integra-
tion rule to eq. (4. 5). Note that since V{t) is real, 
T 
C.,= ~ j v(t) cos(Zrrnt!T Jdt 
0 
T 
+ i; [ u{t) stn(Zrrnt/T)dt 
0 
(4. 7) 
Consequently, the real part of C,., ( n >0 ) is just half the cosine co-
efficient of v(tJ , and the imaginary part of Cn ( n > o ) is just 
half the sine coefficient of lf(t) . This may be verified by changing 
the variable of summation in the negative portion of the summation in 
(4. 4) and by using (4. 7 ), write that portion as a summation over posi-
tive n This gives 
CX) 
u(t) = 2J:L Re(Cn) cos(Zrrnt/r) +2Im(Ch) sm(2rrnt/T~+ Co 
n,., 
The question remains as to how accurate a representation of eq. (4. 5) 
is eq. (4. 6). Cooley, et al. 4 have shown that for 
N-1 
Cpn = ~ I lf{)tJ.t)ex..p(2rrinj/N) 
j'=·O 
we will find 
ro 
C pn = L C (n..-N.f) 
..i=-03 
(4. 8) 
(4. 9) 
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The equation (4. 9) is an expression of the so-called aliasing effect. 
This says that if we want the Cpn to accurately represent the 
Fourier coefficients Cn , then N must be "large enough" so that 
the approximation (4. 6) is a cceptable. Since N= T/td , large N im-
plies that we must sample v{f) at a "high" frequency. If the sam-
pling frequency is F =1/tJ.t , then we would like F to be large 
enough so that Cn ~ 0 for frequency r ' 1-f I>~ F (n/T=F ) 
We will then have 
n = 0, I/ Z · · · N /2 
n=I,2 ··· N/2 
In the present work, high-frequency signals were associated 
with noise, and the largest signals of this type were expected from 
the pressure transducers. The resistance thermometer had low 
sensitivity to velocity fluctuations and a signal with high frequency 
content was not expected. A nominal value for the fundamental fre-
quency was 250 Hz and the data were sampled at 32 times this fre-
quency per channel. The frequency F/2 (called the Nyquist fre-
quency) is then 4kHz. To insure that the frequency content of the 
pressure signals was very small for frequencies greater than 4kHz, 
a low-pass analog filter was inserted between the charge amplifiers 
and the A/D converter . The filter had -3db point at 2kHz with a 
roll-off of 42 db/ octave. Henc e, any signal of 4kHz or greater 
would be attenuated by about 42 db (reduced to less than l per cent). 
The coefficients of the expansion Cpn may be calculated di-
rectly from eq. (4. 8) in CJ'(N 2) operations. This constitutes the 
classical "discrete Fourier transform method," and is suitable if 
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only a very few of the frequency components are required. In order 
to make some estimate of the quality of the signal (i.e., signal-to-
noise ratio) and to be able to easily determine if a large amount of 
electrical interference had occurred, it was desirable to calculate 
all the coefficients Cpn n=o 1 2. ·· · N/2 
' ) ) In order to perform 
this calculation in a reasonable amount of time, the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) method was used. This method is discussed at 
length in ref. 5. For our purposes, we need only note that the meth-
od requires that N rn be highly composite such as N=K J K_.~ rYl are 
integers. The computer program we used was given in ref. 5 and 
requires that K=2. In this case, the calculation of the coefficients 
Cpn may be performed in CY(NJo;;2 N) operations. Nominal 
values used for the data acquisition were such that 16 cycles of data, 
32 points per cycle, comprised a record for each channel. Thus, 
approximately one per cent{[~z.N] /N ) of the operations were re-
quired by using the FFT method. An additional savings of a factor of 
2 was realized by using the fact that the data ?f(Jfd) were real. The 
procedure for utilizing this savings is covered in ref. 8. 
As previously mentioned, there are two sources of noise 
which may be present in our signal. The first is random (generally 
considered Gaussian-white noise) which was caused by flow noise. 
Our previous discussion showed that a nominal value for this flow 
noise will be about 10 per cent of the signal. It is clear that the 
pressure fluctuation field will vary through the duct and indeed, 
(spatially) local minima, or nodes, in the amplitude may occur. 
The flow noise may strongly influence the calculation of the 
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amplitude and phase of the frequency component "seen" by the trans-
ducer located at these nodes (see Effect of Flow Noise on the Measure-
ments, pagel20). It is clear, then, that any calculation of the ampli-
tude and phase of a component must be accompanied by a statement 
giving some indication of how meaningful the calculated amplitude and 
phase are. The measurement at a 11node" may be 50 per cent noise, 
in which case the amplitude calculation would be in error by as much 
as ±50 per cent and the phase calculation would be in error as much 
as 30°. 
It was assumed here that the flow noise was at least 11locally 
white, 11 meaning that the amplitude spectrum, near but excluding the 
fundamental frequency of interest, was constant. In this way the am-
plitude of the noise component (at the fundamental frequency) could be 
estimated as the mean of the noise components near the fundamental 
component. As an example, consider an experiment performed at 
250Hz with a 16 cycle record. This gives a resolution (in the fre-
quency domain) !J.f ~ 16 Hz. The calculated amplitudes for the fre-
quency components fn= 2SO!: n ,1-( n=' 2 ···to 
' ) were av-
eraged to give the noise component at 250Hz. In this way, an esti-
mate of the signal-to-noise ratio (as used above) could be made. 
The second type of noise is due to electrical interference ere-
ated by the rapid switching of high currents in the SCR commutation 
system. This noise generally appeared as sharp transients in the 
voltage waveform, and since this noise is in phase with the heat pulse, 
it was not reduced by the ensemble averaging technique. Small 
amounts of electrical noise were always present in the cold-wire out-
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put, probably because the wire acts like a small antenna (located quite 
close to the pulse heater) . Also, the shielding of the high power 
cables is not perfectly effective. Large amounts of electrical noise 
were indicative of a shielding problem and could easily be seen from 
the waveform or the amplitude spectrum. Since this noise appears as 
very sharp transients in the waveform, the spectrum reveals nearly 
equal amplitude, evenly spaced components. To check for objection-
able amounts of electrical interference, the fundamental component 
was compared with the harmonic component with largest amplitude. 
A harmonic of comparable amplitude to the fundamental is indicative 
of a large contribution by electrical noise to the fundamental com-
ponent. 
The estimation of the two types of noise made possible the 
elimination of: 
(i) entire experiment if excessive electrical interference oc-
cur red, indicating a broken wire shield ; 
(ii) one data point (pressure fluctuation measurement) if the 
flow noise were comparable to the amplitude at that point. 
Note that in the case of (ii) we will still be able to say that the point 
was a node, but we must be aware that the values of the phase and 
magnitude are not reliable. 
Typical waveforms and respec tive amplitude spectra from an 
experiment with fundamental frequency~ 250 Hz are shown in Figures 
4-5 through 4-10. For this experiment, 100 ensembles were aver-
aged; each ensemble was 16 cycles in length, 32 data points were re-
corded per cycle. In Figures 4-5 and 4-6 we have the output of the 
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pressure transducer/charge amplifier located at x = 11. 5" (see Fig-
ure 4-1). In Figures 4-7 and 4-8 we have the output of the pressure 
transducer/charge amplifier located at x = 13. 5". In Figures 4-9, 
4-10, we have the output of the cold-wire resistance thermometer/am-
plifier which was located just upstream of the nozzle inlet (x = -i" ). 
The pressure fluctuation recorded from the position x = lli" 
(Figures 4-5, 4-6) is a large signal in the sense that the amplitude 
components other than the fundamental are negligible. The wave form 
(Figure 4-5) clearly exhibits the 16 cycles of the fundamental frequen-
cy. Our scheme for calculating the signal-to-noise ratio gives 3 2 db 
for this signal, and the largest harmonic is 19 db below the funda-
mental. The pressure fluctuation recorded from the position x = 13i 11 
has about one half the amplitude at the fundamental frequency, as does 
the signal recorded at x = 11. 5 11 • Most of the noise seems conc en-
trated around 800 - 1600 Hz, and we expect that the amplitude compo-
nent of noise at the fundamental will be small. For this signal-to-
noise ratio we get 30 db, and the largest harmonic is 8 db below the 
fundamental. 
The figures 4-9, 4-10 demonstrate the electric al interferenc e 
noise discussed earlier. It was mentioned that the resistance ther-
mometer was more susceptible to this noise and this is evident in 
these figures . There is obviously very little random (flow ) noise re -
maining. The signal-to-noise ratio here is 4 8 db; the lar g est har-
monic is 21 db below the fundamental. 
The sharp, periodic transients s een in the w ave form are due 
to elec trical interferenc e and c ause the evenly spac e d smaller peaks 
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1n the amplitude spectrum. The effect of the analog filter is clearly 
evident in Figures 4-6 and 4-8 from the sharp roll-off in response for 
frequencies above 2 kHz. The filter used for the resistance ther-
mometer had a -3 db point at 5kHz and a roll-off of 18 db/octave. 
The electrical interference was evidently not reduced by the filter. 
It is also possible that the interference actually occurred in the long 
cables from the thermometer I amplifier output to the computer. In 
either case, this high-frequency content is not enough to cause sig-
nificant problems either with aliasing or with determination of phase 
and amplitude of the fundamental component of the temperature flue-
tuation. 
Finally, it should be noted that the digital sampling causes a 
phase shift due to the finite sampling frequency. The last channel 
sampled will be shifted the most (in the time domain) relative to the 
first channel. This phase shift has been compensated for in reporting 
the phase of the fundamental component of any signal. 
4. 4 Results and Discussion 
In this section we first discuss the calculations leading to 
.,. 
p,- ' from the experimental data for one experiment. This 
r-1,-+ will lead to a value of ,., and A used in the numerical calcula-
tion. Numerical results will be pres en ted for two experiments per-
formed at different fundamental frequencies. 
An experiment was performed with fundamental f requency 
250 Hz. One hundred ensembles were averaged, each con-
sisting of 16 cycles, 32 points per cycle of data from a given trans-
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ducer. An attempt w as made to measure the pressure perturbation 
in the two constant-area ducts from this one experiment. The pres-
sure perturbations for the remaining positions (in the nozzle) were 
then measured in another experiment. Due to the difficulty in pre-
cisely controlling the mean conditions (total pressure and total tem-
perature) it was felt that this method would be the most self-con-
sis tent. 
In order to determine the upstream and downstream propa-
gating waves in the upstream duct ( P~ and P,+ respectively), pres-
sure measurements were made at x = - 6. 7 5 11 , -2. 7 5 11 and -0. 75 11 
(see Figure 4-1). This allows three independent calculations of each 
quantity P, The waves in the downstream duct ( P2- and 
p4-
i!. ) were determined from pressure measurements at x = 6. 75 11 , 
9. 25 11 , 11. 25 11 , and 13. 25". This allows six independent calculations 
of each quantity. The temperature fluctuation was measured at x = 
-0.75 11 • The following table summarizes the values recorded. 
Parameter Distance from Magnitude Phase 
Nozzle Inlet 
T'/T -0.75 11 L39 Xl0- 3 43° 
P'/P -6.75 11 . 64X 10-4 168° 
P'/P -2.75 11 1. 23Xl0-4 -99° 
P'/P -0.75" 1. 90Xl0-4 -94° 
P'/P 6.75 11 1.80Xl0-4 -126° 
P'/P 9 . 25" 3.59 Xl0-4 -144° 
P'/P 11.25 11 2.68Xl0-
4 
+178° 
P'/P 13.25 11 1.08Xl0-
4 
+149° 
where T is the mean total temperature measured upstream of the 
pulse heater (compensation was later made for the increase in this 
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quantity across the pulse heater). The mean pressure P is the 
static pressure recorded at the position x =-. 75'' (Figure 4-1). 
+ 
The results of calculating p- (eq. (4. 2 )) were plotted in the 
. + 
phase plane . For example, a vector was drawn for the value of P1 
The length represented the magnitude of the quantity, ((Re P/ ) 2 + 
(Im p,+f)Yz , the counter -clockwise angle from the right horizontal 
axis represented the phase=Tafl-
1 (ImP//ReR1. Figure 4-11 is such a 
display of P,+ and P, based on the values of P/(f f7:c,.1 recorded in 
the upstream duct and listed in the preceding table. The vectors 
terminated with'' M '' represent the three calculations of P, and 
I( '' those terminated with P PI -t represent the three calculations of 
The vector terminated with"-" represents the vector average of the 
three values of P1- The vector terminated with "+" represents 
P+ the vector average of the three values o f , We should note that 
II A/1 II the ,., vectors were not necessarily drawn to the same scale as 
,, ,, 
the P vectors. 
There seems to be no particular problem with these results; 
the scatter is quite small. We use the vector-averaged values: 
(4.29) 
(4. 30) 
The first quantity Pl
.,. 
will be required in the numerical computation, 
while the second will be compared with the results of that computation . 
... 
The results for the downstream duct P2- ) are presented in 
11 II 
Figure 4-12; the notation M 
If II ll II " p + 
I is unchanged from Fig-
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ure 4-11. Only five vectors are shown; the calculation based on the 
first and last positions in the duct (6. 75" and 13. 25'') was not plotted. 
These two positions are very nearly one (upstream propagating) wave-
length apart: 
;\. = 2rr J.. :::: r:.?" 
- Cp-
Since the downstream propagating wavelength A:::: 96 is solarge, the 
variation of the pressure perturbation field (in the downstream duct) 
is primarily due to the short wave ;1_ . Hence, the result of using 
positions 6. 75" and 13. 25" gives very large errors (because the sys-
tem (4. 2) is "near" singular). There is apparently a large amount of 
scatter in the measurements presented in Figure 4-12. 
The vectors are labeled with two digits which give, from the 
table on Figure 4-12, the position of the two points used to calculate 
that vector. For example, the P2+ vector in the fourth quadrant 
with indices (1, 2) was cal culated from positions 6. 75 and 9. 25 inches 
from the nozzle inlet. 
From these indices it is possible to see that the vectors have 
a monotonically increasing phase (decreasing for the P/ wave) as 
the measurement position moves downstream in the tunnel. Note that 
musing (4. 2) to calculate p± the wave number C_ =BM/{U{I-M)) 
is very sensitive to Mach numbers near unity; for our experiment, a 
1 per cent error in the Mach number gave a 6 per cent error in the 
wave number C 2- Such an error in the Mach number could easily 
result from the manner in which we measured it. Additionally, a 
weak Mach number gradient can exist in the duct, making an accurate 
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determination of the Mach number difficult. However, it will be seen 
shortly that since the flow is nearly sonic in the downstream duct 
the wave P;a has very little influence on the remainder of the duct. 
Hence, difficulties in accurately determining P; are offset by the 
relative unimportance of the wave . 
If these phase errors had been random in nature, a more fun-
damental difficulty with the experiment would have been indicated. 
However, since the consistent increase in phase angle seems to be 
closely related to the difficulties in determining the duct Mach num-
pz.± ber, we will use for those values most nearly representative of 
the duct. Since the most representative value of the Mach number 
would be the one near the center of the duct we will use the vectors 
with indices (2, 3 ). Note that those values are quite nearly the 
average values indicated by "+" or "- ", further indicating that the 
data are scattered in an ordered manner about the middle, (2, 3), 
points. The value we use is then 
Pt = 2.50 /fr;S o (4. 31) 
(4. 32) 
The value calculated for the entropy using eq. (4. 3) and the values 
given in the table on page 135 is 
s' 
a-= 
Cp x =-. .,s• 
)3 .52 · to-4- As" (4 . 33) 
The measured static pressure for the experiment was used, 
as previously described, to calculate the distribution of mean Mach 
number in the nozzle such as in Figure 4-2. Having specified the 
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fundamental frequency of the disturbance, a numerical integration 
such as described in Section 2. 3 was performed. The results of this 
numerical calculation are: 
Tm 
Rm 
Te 
R(? 
C.ze (X) 
transmitted wave,plus solution 
reflected wave, plus solution 
normalized pressure perturbation through the nozzle, 
plus solution 
transmitted wave, minus solution 
reflected wave, minus solution 
normalized pressure perturbation through the nozzle, 
minus solution 
transmitted wave, entropy solution 
reflected wave, entropy solution 
normalized pressure perturbation through the nozzle, 
entropy solution 
The results are presented in two ways. First, the calculation 
(2. 16) is carried out graphically. Using the experimental values of 
+ -p, ) Pz. j CT [eqs. (4. 29), (4. 32), and (4. 33), respectively] and 
the values of Rf"\'1 T~ and 
/ 
from the numerical 
solution we calculate 
p, '* 
The >I< subscript indicates the wave was calculated, not measured. 
These four vectors, the three components and the resultant, are 
drawn (in the usual convention) in Figure 4-13 as solid lines. The 
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dashed vectors are experimentally determined vectors P/ or 
pz.± (eq. (4.29), (4.30), (4.31), or (4.32)]. The resultant waves 
P,- and P,-~ are to be compared as well as Pz 
The scales are shown for the upstream duct (coordinate system on 
left of diagram) and for the downstream duct (coordinate system on 
right of diagram). 
The comparison of P,- and p,-:,._ shows that the magnitude of 
the experimentally determined wave, P,- , is about 30 per cent less 
than the calculated value. The phase of the two vectors is in good 
+ 
agreement. The magnitude of the calculated resultant wave P2.. is 
about 18 per cent less than the experimentally determined value. The 
phase difference is about 14 °. 
That the error in the upstream duct is quite large is believed 
to be related, at least partly, to inaccuracies in the representation of 
the mean Mach number distribution. By making slight systematic 
adjustments to the Mach number distributions (used in the numerical 
calculations), it was observed that the normalized reflected waves 
RP , Re were about 4 to 8 times more strongly affected than the 
transmitted waves Tp and Te In the upstream duct, RP, Re are 
seen to have the strongest influence; while in the downstream duct, 
Tp and Tr- have the strongest influence. We should note, how-
ever, that these slight adjustments in the Mach number distribution 
did not affect these reflected waves strongly enough so that the dis-
crepancy (between P,- and P,-.._) could be entirely related to this 
problem. 
By presenting the results 1n a manner such as Figure 4-13, 
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the contributions of each disturbance in each duct can easily be seen. 
As mentioned before, the P2- wave does not contribute significantly, 
and this is clear from the diagram. Recall that this is because of the 
high exit Mach number. The entropy and the plus ( P;~) wave contrib-
ute about equally and, due to their phase relationships, tend to slightly 
complement each other, producing a somewhat larger resultant, P,-* 
-r 
or Pz.t- . 
The second manner of presenting the data is to calculate the 
pressure perturbation field using the experimentally measured values 
of P,+-1 Pz- and a- (as before) with the normalized pressure pertur-
bation functions which we found from the numerical calculation . The 
general solution may be calculated: 
(4.34) 
where P = local mean static pressure. The magnitude of this 
function I Z.z(x-) I is plotted in Figure 4-14 and the phase is plotted in 
Figure 4-15, both as solid curves. The experimentally measured 
values are designated on the graphs also and seem to agree quite well 
with the computed curves. 
The phase errors are seen to increase as the magnitude be-
comes small because the signal-to -noise ratio for these data points 
was small. The measured phase near the exit has a large error. 
This seemed to be consistent with all experiments performed, and is 
probably due to three -dimensional effects near the duct opening (x = 
14" ). 
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The behavior of the pressure perturbation is easily under-
stood. In the upstream duct the waves propagating upstream and 
downstream have wavelength 
At-Zrr! u(Mr!) {3M 
which are both several nozzle lengths. Hence, the pres sure pertur-
bation changes slowly in the upstream duct which is about one nozzle 
length. 
In the downstream duct the situation is different. The down-
stream propagating wave has a very long wavelength (many nozzle 
lengths) and the upstream propagating wave has a wavelength roughly 
one nozzle length. The resulting pres sure perturbation field is the 
D~+ Pz vector resulting from the sum of rc.. and in the right portion 
+ 
of Figure 4-13. Moving through the downstream duct the Pe vector 
may be c onsidered to rotate very slowly. The Pz.- vector rotates 
+ 
approximately one revolution as we pass down the duct. Since P2 
and Pz- are roughly the same magnitude, the rapid changes in the 
magnitude of the pressure perturbation result. The I Pz+ I value 
gives a mean value about which the rotation of the P2- vector gives 
the oscillation seen in Figure 4-14. The peak and two nodes result 
as rotates, in phase or out of phase,respectively, with the 
vector. 
A similar experiment was performed with a fundamental fre-
quency R:j 400 Hz. The resulting wav es are drawn in Figure 4-16. 
The differenc es between c alculated and measured resultant waves 
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P,; and P, or 
.,. 
and Pz. are similar to the previous experi-
ment. We see that in both ducts the pressure wave disturbance 
gives the largest contribution. The magnitude of the pressure per-
turbation field is shown in Figure 4-17, while the phase is shown in 
Figure 4-18. The agreement between the calculated curve (solid line) 
and measured data points (as indicated) is quite good. The problem 
with measuring the phase at the position near the end of the duct is 
obvious in this experiment also. The same rapid oscillation appears 
in the downstream duct with the slower changes again appearing in the 
upstream duct. 
4. 5 Conclusion 
The measurement of the incident pressure wave P,-r poses no 
special difficulty. The measurement of the incident pressure wave 
Pz- is very (phase) sensitive, apparently because the Mach number 
is near unity. The normalized solutions show, however, that this 
wave, , does not strongly influence any other portion of the noz-
zle under these conditions . The calculation of the entropy wave, CT 
is straightforward. 
The normalized solutions can be used with the measured dis-
turbances p,+ , Pz.- and cr , to construct the resultant waves A: .B: 
or the complete pressure perturbation field through the nozzle. 
These constructed quantities show good agreement through the nozzle 
and in the downstream duct. The agreement in the upstream duct is 
not quite as good, and this seems to be at least partly due to difficulty 
in accurately representing the mean Mach number distribution through 
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the nozzle. 
The experiments verify that the analytical model proposed in 
Chapter II can be used to adequately describe the interaction of pres-
sure and entropy waves with a one-dimensional subsonic nozzle flow. 
Although the experiments described here tested only two frequencies 
and one Mach number distribution, there is no reason to expect anom-
alous behavior at other frequencies or Mach distributions. 
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v. EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING THE RESPONSE OF 
NOZZLE FLOWS TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISTURBANCES 
5. l Introduction 
The analysis of Chapter II and the experiment pres en ted in 
Chapter IV treat the one-dimensional interaction of pressure and 
entropy waves for subsonic nozzles. A similar treatment of super-
sonic nozzles was covered in references 6 and 8 of Chapter II. An 
obvious question arises, especially after considering the physical ap-
plication. The pres sure and entropy disturbances produced by the 
combustion process in the turbojet engine do not necessarily appear 
as one-dimensional waves interacting with the mean flow. This is 
especially true for the entropy disturbances, since they convect with 
the mean flow and may retain their general shape while passing 
through the engine. It is easy to imagine entropy spots, convecting 
from the burner through the turbine or nozzle, of small enough size 
to appear as three-dimensional disturbances. On the other hand, 
pressure waves of low enough frequency will tend to equilibrate (only 
plane modes propagate) so as to appear more 11 one-dimensional" to 
the mean flow . 
It is our aim in this chapter to investigate the response of noz-
zles to disturbances which are not one -dimensional in nature. The 
nozzles to be investigated are the ones used in the experiment de-
scribed in Chapter IV and a blowdown tunnel (which is choked) used in 
the experiments described by reference 8 of Chapter II. The pulse 
heater, as described in Chapter IV, will be used in the 11dual 11 mode, 
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whereby the heat addition can be varied across the duct eros s section. 
This eros s -sectional variation is created by adding heat to the top 
third or to the bottom third of the flow eros s section 180° out of 
phase. 
An analysis (of periodic heat addition in a duct) will be de-
scribed whereby the output of the pulse heater, in terms of entropy 
and pressure disturbances, can be found. The experiments consist 
of several frequencies (of pulse heater operation) for the two nozzles. 
Pres sure perturbations are measured (primarily on the nozzle axis) 
and the results explained in terms of the output of the pulse heater as 
described by the analysis. 
5. 2 Experimental Apparatus: The Two-Dimensional Pulse Heater 
The experiments performed on the subsonic nozzle differ from 
those described in Chapter IV only by the manner in which the pulse 
heater is operated. The supersonic nozzle was quite similar to the 
subsonic nozzle except that the nitrogen flow was accelerated from 
M = • 20 to M = 1. 38 in an axial distance of about 11". The throat 
position was 7. 5 11 from the inlet and the Mach number distribution 
was very nearly linear through the no zzle. The nozzle is d esc ribed in 
some detail in reference 8 of Chapter II. The reduced frequency 
for this nozzle uses the throat length, .{ = 7 . 50" as the length scale. 
Recall that the pulse heater, which occupies about 2" of axial 
distance, is located about 8" upstream of the nozzle inlet position, 
X= 0 , see Figures 4-1 and 4-3. The heater is actually composed 
of three identical independent heaters, each of w hich occupies a third 
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of the duct cross section (one inch wide, three inches high). For the 
experiments to be described here, the center heater is not used. 
The remaining heaters, one occupying the top third of the duct cross 
section, and the other occupying the bottom third of the duct cross 
0 
section, are pulsed 180 out of phase. This means that a voltage is 
applied to the top heater for 1/2 cycle (of the fundamental frequency) 
and then the bottom heater is pulsed for the remaining 1/2 cycle. 
The heaters were operated from independent SCR' s (see Ap-
pendix F). By passing the current from one SCR through a bank of 
power resistors (external to the blowdown tunnel) in series with the 
pulse heater, some of the power could be dissipated external to the 
pulse heater. In this manner the top heater was allowed to dissipate 
some fraction, <X , of the power dissipated by the bottom heater. 
That fraction usually took on the values o( = 0, 1/4, 1/2, l. The 
power dissipated by the bottom heater was approximately one-third 
the power dissipated by the entire heater when operated in the one-
dimensional mode as in the experiments described in Chapter IV. 
Since each heater is one-third the resistance of the whole (5. 4/3 = 
l. 8 ohms), 100 volts was the pulsing voltage for the bottom heater 
as opposed to 300 volts for the one-dimensional mode. 
The data acquisition tec hnique is similar to that explained in 
Chapter IV, except that more ensemble averaging was used. Note 
that the pressure disturbances we create in this experiment will be 
small compared to those of the one-dimensional heater. For the 
case o( = 0 one might expect pressure disturbances about one-third 
those of the one-dimensional experiments. In this case, it would be 
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necessary to average 900 ensembles to achieve a final signal-to-noise 
ratio similar to the value achieved with 100 averaged ensembles for 
the one-dimensional experiments. With the present facilities this is 
an impractical amount of data to be recorded. Instead, 400 ensembles 
were averaged; each ensemble was 2 cycles in length. The results 
presented here represent final signal-to-noise ratio about (4/9} ~= 2./3 
that for the results of the one -dimensional experiments. 
5. 3 Fluctuating Heat Addition in a Two-Dimensional Duct 
In order to understand the results of the experiment it will be 
necessary to know what disturbances the pulse heater creates, which 
are to interact with the nozzle. To that end, we present an analysis 
of a time-varying heat addition in a constant-area two-dimensional 
duct. We assume a duct of infinite axial dimension, height zb and 
we allow an arbitrary heat addition over the region o ~X= -f We 
/ 
IJ.=2.b 
/ / 
/ / // / / 
/ / X 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
/
/ ! / --------------+-~-+~-----4-----------------~=0 
x=o (, x=-l 
Q{X,fJ,t) 
Diagram for the Analysis of Arbitrary Heat Addition 
in a Two -Dimensional Duct 
neglect viscosity, thermal conductivity, and assume an ideal gas flows 
in the duct. The appropriate equations of continuity, axial momentum, 
vertical momentum, energy, and state are: 
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of + Q_ jJU + d._ pv = 0 
ot ox o <J- ( 5. l) 
_pfo + u q_+?.f q_ )u + c3P =o (dt ox; O<J- d X (5. 2) 
p/J + u fL +V Q_)u+ oP =o (at ox dCJ Ofj (5. 3) 
pCvf_o +U ~ + -u d._) T + p/du + Jv) (dt dx d;; ( dx d;j (5. 4) 
P=PRT (5. 5) 
The heat addition, Q(x,y,t) , is per unit volume. If the heat addi-
tion is small (compared to the flux of total enthalpy, for example), 
then we assume a solution which consists of the mean duct flow (con-
stant) plus a small perturbation: 
U.(X,';f,t) = Uo + u '{X/lJI-t) 
.P(:<;fj1 t) =Po -r fl '{X, 'j;t} 
v {X, fj I t) = v I (X, tj ' t) 
p {XJ<j1 t) =Po~ P 1 (X,CJ/t) 
T (X,t.j,t) =To+ T '(X, lj.tt) 
(5. 6) 
Inserting (5. 6) into (5 . l) - (5. 5) and retaining terms linear in the 
perturbation quantities we find 
(;~ -f Uo ~) p' + du' + dv' = 0 at ox .Po c) X Olj (5. 7) 
(;~ +UoQ )u' + 'IPo ~ E_' = 0 c)t OX .Po OX IYPo (5. 8) 
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(5. 9) 
(5. 10) 
which may be manipulated to find an expression for the pressure per-
turbation: 
where we define 
@(X,';j,t) = 
C 2. = 'Jf.,/ Po 
M = Uo/C 
~ F(X,tlt) = (~t + Uo Jx )q(x,~)) 
(5. ll) 
Sincethesurfaces <j=01 2b areflat, wemusthave 1./(X,O/t) = 
v'(x,z.b,-t) = o Equation (5. 9) then gives the boundary con-
clition on the pressure 
0 -(NtP= 0 
t-
ij=O,Zb 
We also assume the radiation condition. 
For periodic heat addition we let 
-r J iW~ r x,tJ,t = F(x_rj)e 
therefore 
and equation (5. ll) becomes 
(5. 12) 
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(5. 13) 
If we solve the problem via the Green's function, 
~ 2b 
fP{X,lJ) = j f G{X/J; r, '1 J F( r rt) d17d'f 
- (%) 0 
J 2h 
= j 1 G(X,tj,· J: 1J) F{J: r;) drz dr 
0 0 
(5. 14) 
(since F(X, CJ):: 0 1 .R.:: X< o ), we see that this is identical to the 
problem which was solved in Section 3. 4. Hence, the Green's func-
tion may be taken directly from (3. 36), (3. 37 ). 
For the waves which propagate to +co , the attenuated 
waves are neglected and the Green's function simplifies: 
Equation (5. 14) gives for the pressure mode n 
(5. 15) 
o-=n~N, 
For the waves which propagate to - 00 the Green's function 
simplifies to: 
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The duct modes may be calculated from (5. 14): 
J 2b ~ i cos(nrr z~)exp{-i ~ s{i~z! 12n)} F( J YI)df2 d f 
o ~n~N 
N.c.n!:N 
If the frequency is low enough such that 
(5. 16) 
(5. 17) 
then only the plane modes ( n=o ) will propagate, i.e., N=O 
(The cutoff frequency, fc = Wc./2rr , for our duct is 2100 Hz . ) 
In this case, the wave propagating to + oo becomes 
(5.19) 
+ 
We would like to calculate (Po for the heat input we expect 
from the pulse heater. 
stant for 0 ~ X == _j 
( ) iwt The heat addition Q X, 'J e will be con-
and using the 11 o< 11 notation to denote the 
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fraction of power dissipated by the top heater compared to the bottom 
heater, we get 
o ~;;. =zb/J 
2 h/3 c: IJ ~ 1-.D/3 
41>/.J ~;;. <!: 2b 
(5. 20) 
Here, Cfw is the net heat addition component at frequency w and 
the tunnel depth is W The minus sign emphasizes that the heat ad-
dition to the lower third of the flow is 180° out of phase with the heat 
addition to the upper third of the flow. Then 
0 
-iaw/2bW-f CZw 
cz Cp T;, _/)o 
Q cx,<J) e ("w-t 
Cp!ap., 
Inserting this value of F into (5. 19) we find 
(5.21) 
(5.23) 
For the purely one-dimensional heat pulse, (5.20) would be 
replaced by 
2b/WQ(X,'j) == Cfw (5. 24) 
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where the value of Cfw is unchanged. The r esult then is identical 
to (5. 23) except the l eading factor (J-o<)/3 is replaced by l. 0 . It is 
clear that Pa- must behave in a similar manner. 
For the region X>) we may re-write (5. l 0) in the form 
(5. 2 5) 
Hence the entropy wave retains its shape as it convects towards the 
nozzle. 
We summarize the above results for the experimental condi-
tions of interest: 
(i) The entropy wave produced by the pulse heater retains its 
shape as it convects towards the nozzle. This will, in 
general, be two-dimensional. 
(ii) The plane waves produced by the pulse heater scale like 
(t-c<) I 3 (where o< is the ratio of power dissipated 
by the lower heater to that of the upper heater) of the 
plane waves produced by operating the heater in the one-
dimensional mode. 
5. 4 Results of the Experiment and Discussion 
Since the acoustic disturbances produced by the two-dimen-
sional heater are only plane waves which scale like (1-o<.)/ 3 com-
pared to those produced by the one-dimensional heater, the pressure 
perturbation field through the complete tunnel resulting from these 
waves should scale like (/ - o<) /3 We know how to treat the one-
dimensional acoustic waves (see Chapters II and IV). 
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It only remains that we determine the response of the nozzle 
to the two-dimensional entropy waves. In the following experiments 
the heater was operated at a given frequency for values of CX = 0, 
1/4, 1/2 and 1. The pressure perturbation (at the fundamental fre-
quency) was measured at several positions on the duct axis as well 
as one position approximately 1'' above the axis at the position just 
upstream of the nozzle entrance (see Figure 4-1 for the subsonic 
nozzle). The purpose of this latter measurement was simply to detect 
any two -dimensional activity at that point, since the pressure record-
ed there should be identical to the pressure recorded on the duct axis 
(at the entrance location) for purely one -dimensional wave motion. 
As a comparison, the results for the one-dimensional heat 
pulse experiment are also plotted. These data have been scaled such 
that the pressure on the (axis) inlet position is the same as the pres-
sure at that position for the o<.= 0 experiment. Note that in the ab-
sence of entropy waves, this scaling value should be 1/3. Due to dif-
ficulties in precisely controlling the amplitude of the voltage supplied 
to the pulse heaters,and due to the effect of the two-dimensional en-
tropy wave, this value varied by :i: 10 per cent. 
The results for the supersonic nozzle are plotted in Figures 
5-1, 5-2. The off-axis measurement (near the inlet) is shown as the 
unattached point in all the graphs. For the case o( =I we should 
PI+ have no pressure wave impinging upon the nozzle according to 
the analysis of Section 5. 2. The results show very low values re-
corded for the pressure on the duc t axis. (These values are actually 
the magnitude of the residual flow noise. ) The off-axis measure-
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ment, however, clearly shows a pressure disturbance. The entropy 
wave is completely asymmetric about the duct axis. This results in 
a pressure pe r turbation field which is completely asymmetric about 
the duct axis . 
This imp lies a pressure node on the axis in the same sense 
that in a constant area duct, the odd (asymmetric) modes have a node 
on the duct axis. The value recorded off-axis confirms that there is 
a pressure disturbance in the duct. The higher frequency case (Fig-
ure 5-1) shows consistently increasing axial pressure perturbation as 
0\ decreases, indicating two things . The first is that a plane pres-
PI+ / I sure wave, , of scale t/-c:X) 3 impinges upon the nozzle and 
increases in magnitude with decreasing o< The second is that the 
"increasing symmetry'' of the entropy wave produces more symmetri-
cal pressure perturbation fields and hence larger axial pressure meas-
urements . 
The results for the experiment performed at the lower frequen-
cy ( w.1/a$ =.97 ), shown in Figure 5-2, are similar; however, 
the two -dimensional effects are smaller. Note that with decreasing 
o< , the data converge to the (scaled) one -dimensional results. In 
addition, the difference between the off-axis pressure and the on-axis 
pressure (at the inlet) is smaller for this experiment. These results 
imply that for a sufficiently long entropy spot (low frequency), the 
two-dimensionality of the spot may be neglected. The resulting pres-
sure perturbation field will scale like the effective eros s -sectional 
area of the duct that the entropy spot occupies. Note that in Figure 
5-2 the pressure perturbation fields (for a given value of CX ) scale 
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like 1-0( m a crude way. It is expected that for decreasing fre-
q uency, this scaling will improve. 
The results for the experiments performed in the subsonic 
nozzle are presented in Figures 5-3, 5-4, 5-5. It is to be expected 
that, for low enough frequency, the pressure perturbation fields (for 
each o( ) should again scale like f-o( The dimensional frequency 
W used in Figure 5-3 corresponds to that used in Figure 5-l. The 
dimensional frequency W used in Figure 5-4 corresponds to that 
used in Figure 5-2. It was expected, since the scaling was effective 
in Figure 5-2, that it would be effective in Figure 5-4. It can be 
seen that this is not the case. The two-dimensional effects are as ap-
parent in Figure 5-3 and in 5-4. This is especially obvious in the 
downstream constant-area duct, x > 6 . 75 11 , since only plane waves 
should propagate here. We knew that the plane waves due to the 
pressure disturbance, , created by the heater should scale 
properly. We do not know how the plane waves, created by the two-
dimensional entropy wave, should scale. It is clear from the results 
in the downstream duct (Figures 5-3, 5-4) that these plane waves do 
not scale like /-0{ 
The experiment was performed at a lower frequency (f ~ 
200Hz) to verify that scaling would occur. These results are pre-
sented in Figure 5-5. The case o<=o scales very closely to the 
one-dimensional results and the case o<=i scales very closely to 
f-o( = Yz of the one -dimensional results. 
The results for the one-dimensional experiment (for the low-
est frequency) are quite interesting, in themselves. In the down-
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stream duct, the P,+TP and the crTe (see eq. (2. 16)) components of 
P2.+ apparently cancel, leaving near "silence." 
two-dimensional experiments must scale like l-ot. 
It is clear that the 
(for both pres-
sure and entropy disturbance); otherwise, these experiments would 
not exhibit the cancellation in the downstream duct. 
The conclusion remains the same as for the choked nozzle. 
For a sufficiently low frequency disturbance the two-dimensionality 
of the entropy spot may be neglected and the resultant pressure field 
will scale with the cross-sectional area occupied by the spot. It may 
be possible to analyze the problem by performing an expansion (in 
terms of frequency) for low frequency of the equations of motion. 
In this manner it may be possible to determine how small the frequen-
cy must be (and how the Mach number distribution affects that fre-
quency limit) in order to neglect two-dimensional effects in the nozzle. 
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APPENDI.X A 
Starting with eqs. (3. 24) and (3. 25) we calculate 
op (r o) = -Urr£ - 1- f~smrrX +5m2rrl.1ei'!X'dX 
d 'J ' 4a (21f) 'It J'. a ciJ' 
which may be integrated and simplified to 
(Al) 
solving for a{'f) and b(1) in eq. (3. 26) and inserting into (3. 27) we find 
that the solution for the velocity may be conveniently expressed as: 
(1-Mt)~ u'''- i 1/r'' = Urrcfa>'- I I J 
2 a.z_(X) ~~)2- jl - (i!:l- rz 
(A2) 
If lXI >a. it is convenient to consider the integral 
where Re :f = f and r is a contour along the r axis I closing with a 
semicircle. Denoting the principal value of the integral as PV 
we will have 
(A3) 
The poles at 'S=o 1 tfT.I./a. do not contribute. If X<-a. we close the 
contour with a semicircle in the lower half plane ( Im CT <O ), as is 
clear from the exponential term in the integral. In this case 
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PV(I.trx,IJ.l) = -2-rri L Res (A4) 
where Res are the residues from poles falling inside the contour. 
In this case (X< -a.. ) we must calculate residues of 
at 
exp[ i :f(X+ i (t-M2)'~(~-bJ)] 
5 I nh{(1-M1 ) 'It b f) 
n = I_,Z. · · · 
For each value of n this residue is 
(AS) 
Applying (A3) and (3. 21) and separating real and imaginary parts we 
find 
p{l) 
(fp 
X< -a 
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If X >a we close the contour with a semicircle in the upper half 
plane. We will evaluate the residues of eq. (AS) at 
j i.nrr 
= {1-Ml)'lzb 
applying eq. (A3) where the principal value is calculated from 
For each value of n the residue will be 
Applying (A3) and (3. 21) and separating real and imaginary parts 
we find 
-= 
<YP 
x>a 
z u"' 
-M -u 
If -a.< X<: a. we write 
(A 7) 
l=t z 
,./ 
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where the solution will be given by 
Now, we can let I.t = z1i{I..,. -I.J where 
(%) i.af 
I.= L rJJ·- r· 
a:; -ia'f 
r,. L rvif- r· 
e xp [i f(X- i(I-M2)'~1{b~D 
S!nh((1-M 2J'12bi) d r 
exp[i 'f(X-i(J-MZ)'k(b-LJ))j d f 
smh(O-M')'Izb 'f) 
(A8) 
(A9) 
We consider r~.. in the :f plane (R~1=F again). We will close the 
contour in the lower half plane since X-a. < 0 • We must consider 
poles at f = :t1T-l/a.. -inrr 
, 0, and ( "" 1-M.•//~b all of which will contribute. 
The contribution to the principal value of the poles on the real axis 
may be calculated by indenting the contour around the poles below 
the real axis. In this manner the contribution from the pole at 
) = -rr.f 
a 
is 
-(a 
21 
and from f = 1T J/a. 
and from f =0 
-( (}.. 
/?~ 
exp[-i 1{/((x-a) -i (I-M2)'1t(b-$J))] 
smh(rrJ (I-M2)'12b) 
exp[i W«x-a}}-i. (1-M 2)Yz(b-c;))] 
stnh(n! ( r-M2) 'lz b) 
(fTa n)z (1-M')'Iz. ( ~ .-f i11 
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Now, calculating the residues from the poles at 
we find for each n 
for the residue. The principal value may be calculated by summing 
over n, multiplying by -2rri and subtracting the contributions from 
the poles on the real axis. 
In calculating I -~t we close the contour in the upper half f plane 
since X+a > 0 . The contour will be indented above the poles on the 
real axis and in this way the contribution from the pole at f= -rr-f/a. 
may be shown to be 
QL 
21 
and from 'f=rr.f/~ 
and from "$= 0 
exp[-i 1T Jrcx-a)-i(I-M2)'12( b-tJ))] 
smh [(I-M~"b1T-f] 
e tp[i rr §. ( (x-a) -i (!-M2)(b-CJ)) J 
smh{ 0-M'hbrr-t'] 
-rri (a )2 
c t-M'J~b rr ./ 
The residue of the poles j={l-~;fzb will be 
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The principal value may be calculated by summing over n, multi-
plying by 2fr( and subtracting the contributions from the poles on 
the real axis. 
The calculation of Ift , Ill-~ then gives I.t (X/J) . Eq. (A8) 
will then give 
U (IJ = Urrt. 
4o..2(!-M1)'/2 
+Ja [ cos(rrtf)cosh([{l-Mr)'lz(b-LJ)) + co~rr!)c.osr(~<t-M7)~(6-JJ))J 
Stnh{l£U-M2)b) 2 sm~-K(t-M2)Vzb) 
+ (/~;,)'• b ~ (j)n cosht~~'~b1 co~rllT l)e~p~=~~~b] } 
u(•l = -U1TE { 
4a2 
2a [sln(rr8:)smh{[G-M
1)'12(b-i,J)) + s,rtrr&)smr(zgo-M?Y2(b-~))] 
s m h(9: ( t~ M2) b) z s tn h(c1 0-M2J~ b) 
p(J) 
~p 
2 (1) 
-M ~ 
u 
-a< .x.< a. 
The complete solution is eqs. (A6), (A 7), (AlO). 
} 
(Al 0) 
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APPENDIX B 
Calculation of the Green 1 s Function for the Second Order Inhomog-
enous Solution 
We seek a solution of (3.30), (3.31) of the formof eq. (3.32). 
Since we expect a periodic solution, we write (3. 30) 
-(-) +2L-w-+M ----- Lo=F{xu) { w 
2 
· M d 2 02. o~ o2 l 
c c OJ( 0 )(2 ax2 c}~2 1 IIJ (B 1) 
or f. { 'f] = F (X, 'if.) where!... is the differential operator. 
Now define Gf(X,IJ.;t,''?) such that 
(B2) 
where t € is a function which is zero outside the small square 
jjf;dKd~=/. 
St '?< 'i,.,.€ j ; r ~ drd, =I. or considering s~·: X-£< 1 < xoo~-5 I I.J -€ <"/ 
S!' 
Now define 
Cl) Zb 
'(E (X,~)=! j G€(X,ij.i s, 1/) F(f,rt)djd~ 
-a:>O 
then 
/['f.} =lf~FC£rtld'fd7 ~ r r~d(J,"!J)d!d1 
-c.v o t=x-e "l='J·E 
H the forcing function in (B 1) is continuous 
and as (.-+ 0 we expect t.f€ to be the solution we seek if G€ 
satisfies the boundary condition (3. 31 ), and the radiation condition. 
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Outside the 5£ eq. (B2) gives 
{-!f..!..!_)2.+2i Mw L .tM
2
-J) L - L }G(x.u · J.1?) = o lc C ax T{/ axz tJ~2 'j'/ I'( (B3) 
where oG (~=o) = oG (~=2b) = 0 . Also G must satisfy the radiation 0~ diJ. 
condition. Solutions of (B3) which satisfy the boundary conditions 
on the duct top and bottom are like 
(B4) 
For shorthand we will write 
I 1 (nrrc)
2 I fln= (I-M1.)2.- 2bw 1-Mz (B5) 
We note that if 
nrrc < O-M2r Yz (B6) 
2bw 
the radical in (B4) is just fln . If the inequality is reversed then 
the radical is i..ll.n We define N to be the largest integer n 
satisfying (B6). We also define N 1 to b e the largest integer s uch that 
N.rrc < 1 
2bw 
Since M <I • N. ~ N and for n ~ N, 
a nd N,<n ~N 
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Choosing the (+) for the radical in (B4) we get waves propagating 
upstream if n ~N . Choosing the (-)for the radical we get waves 
propagating downstream if n ~ N, , and upstream if N, < n ~ N 
For n > N the waves attenuate if the proper sign on the radical is 
chosen. These allow us to write down the general homogeneous 
solution: 
X<T N 
G (X,Yi !, 1}) =LA\'\ cosnrr {o exp[t(/~, +12n) ~ex-!)] 
"'=o 
N 
2_ B,cosnrr~ exp[t(1~Mz -fl,)i(x-t)] 
N,+l 
+ f An cosnrr Jbexp[i 1~2 ~(x-r)Jex:P[nn ~cx-3)] 
N+l 
(B?) 
x>s G(X}~i !, 7!) = [, Ch cosnn [b e¥:p[L 1~z. ~(><-1~exp[ -fl" <c:cx-t>] 
IJ+I 
+ t Cn cosmr z't exp[i(;~, -fln) ~[X--nJ (B8) 
implies from (3.32) 
from which we conclude 
N+l ~n<cn C.,= An 
o ~ n ~ N, Cn=A., 
N,<n~N (B9) 
which will allow the elimination of B , C (in (B?), (B8)) in favor of 
n n 
A. 
n 
"l+ e j+€ 
Lrrn J [aG ~-?o ox 
'J='Yf·E x= 'f--t; 
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J d C../ .= ::1_ <I' 1-Ml 
I 
we get 
Therefore oG/ox is not continuous across X='f , since if it were 
(B 10) 
(Bll) 
(BlO) could not be satisfied as €-+ 0 • Inserting (B7), (B8), (B9) 
into (Bll) we find 
'1-tt: 
;~~ J Lt Ani~ iln co~nrr[-J+ fAn ~n.cosfrr ibJh ~ 
'7[-E 
This equation implies that 
f. An ( ~ 12" cos(nrr !)+I A"~ fln cosrrr&)= ~~~2 S(LJ -YJ) 
n:::o Ntl 
else the equality could not be met as E ~ 0 
Expanding the delta function in a cosine series: 
we may equate coefficients in (B 12) and find 
(B 12) 
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(Bl3) 
which completes the calculation of the Green's function. 
Forcing Function 
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APPENDIX C 
The calculation of the forcing function to be used in (3. 32) is 
described by (3. 35). We give the results here. Let 
(Cl) 
then: 
l <-a. 
f O"n Slnh(";j e;rp(n:;r)exp[-i~,{fcosVs+-"/SinV,~ 
n"l 
-a<f<o. t= ~~ 1'/ l = exp[ -i -k, (S cos v, _,. 1151n Y, l] { 
_ i-n, c 051;} 1-f)(smTT J cosifl[ f(b-1/J) _,_ sm2TT l cosd_~ ~(b-..,J) U stnh(nb~/a.) smf(2rrb~) 
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+ t, 6'" exptn;;:~) nb'! smh(nJ:}) co{nrr ~) J 
_ bftTr (cos(rr J)coshg £{b-r;)+2 cos{zrrJ)cosh ?£{(b-'1)) 
Za. smr(rrb .. /a.) SJnh{2rrb .. /o..J 
- ~ 6'" ex.p (-nJ:.a) cosh (nJ:}) ~rr s1n'(nrr ~;) J 
+ 2._ 0-M2lh.rr (cosfrJ£osr{[ ~·Cb-'YJ)t2 cos(zrrcBcosr{Zcf ~(b-l?))) 2a smhrrb""/a 51nhC2rro/a) 
We recall that lJ5 is the angle between the axial direction and the 
normal to the entropy wavefront, and the 6>n. were defined by (3. 28). 
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APPENDIX D 
Second Order Homogeneous Solution 
We give here the details of the inversion (3. 53) leading to 
(3. 54) and (3. 55). We need 
00 
H {X)= cdrr)'lz f 
-oo 
CX) 
G(x}=(2 ~)'lz j 
-co 
smh(tJ.<J_(I)) e-i.rxdf 
s 1 n h (2. bCJ-c 1 ) ) 
smh({2b-IJ)<J{!)) C'-ifXd r 
smh{2b9-CJ)) 
Consider the contour integral in complex cr =1 + i '>1 space: 
r=f 
(Dl) 
(D2) 
The function in the contour integral will have poles at er-n. where 
~(cr.,)= i;;: 
~2{o-fl) = -(~~t = ~(2~M- ~) +(/-M2)o-~ 
from (3. 47). 
Solving for 
w M 
C 1-M2 
The following diagram shows the position of poles 
(D3) 
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Location of poles as per equation (D3) 
In this diagram the x represents a pole. For W below a 
certain minimum value, all poles will lie off the r axis. As W 
increases all the poles will move towards the ! axis until the pair 
closest to the i axis meet on it and with increasing w , move 
outwards along the ! axis. The small circles represent poles 
which have moved, as shown by the arrows, to a position on the 5 
axis. The poles on -! = wf/V'(C.(I-M2 )) represent attenuating (or 
growing) waves, those on the ! axis represent propagating waves. 
We choose a contour (for (D2)} on the entire 'f axis and 
close with a semicircle either above or below the s axis. The 
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contour will be indented around the poles on the $ axis. Due to 
the exponential term in (D2) we take the lower contour (and indent 
below the real poles) if x is positive. If x is negative we take the 
upper contour and indent above the real poles. The contribution 
to the principal value of the integral from the portion of the contour 
indented around the real poles may be calculated. The contribution 
from the poles lying off of the ! axis will be 2ni x sum of residues 
of these poles if they lie above S axis and the negative of this if 
they lie below the '3 axis. From (D3), the poles will lie on the 
! axis if n ~ N where N is the largest integer such that 
(w) 2 ~ (Nrr)2 c > (I-M \2 b 
The summation in (3. 54) and (3. 55) from I~ n ~ N repre-
sents the contribution from the real poles. The summation from 
N < n represents the contribution from the poles lying off the 'f 
axis. 
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APPENDIX E 
Integrals Represented as Ia.lm , Etc. 
We have represented in (3. 78}, (3. 8~) and (3. 82) a number 
of integrals which resulted from calculation of (3. 32). The first 
index is used to identify the integral. The index m indicates the 
acoustic mode number and the limits are specified by the equation 
it is used in, (3. 78) for example. The index n results from the 
series representation of the wall deflection and has limits from 
1 to oo. The index .I is an integer, either 1 or 2. 
+ -
We define the quantity m, or mm 
~ 
We assume that (3m;,~ rr-f l=tl. J and proceed to define 
the quantities. 
(I::M) 
{I~~) 
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r."r-r1 Sill L 13m,: J ?rr J 
(77..Pf- (/3m;:.) 2 
-z(-rP s1n[ (3m~] (B m~) 
(rrJ)2.- (f3 m;:.,} 2 
(I:m) = z{6~';~yJsmh(i(~~v)co5 [sm~] 
(If'") + (oml)cosh[f(~')Jsm[onl]} 
(£/} 
(£2) 
(£3) 
(Et) 
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[exp( -z i *- tOifl Ys) r( -) j [ rr 1 (1-1'1') f f/.i t01r1 Vs)'+ n-~ {i-r1') 
fz'ff }] } 7-I (~tom v,) \ z~taKJY/[(7rJJ'(I-M'){;':}j 
+[ (7rJ)'(1-M~ +e;;rr } (ES) 
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+ z(~ tiJ.<14[ (rrJl(l- t1 j -(~J'] •[(7TJ)'(l-M1+(;'n) l} 
(£') 
I {r:;~J = 2 S j co5(inTT1'(}cos(:2nTT'?}e--f<l~tomVs ?J) d1_ = 
0 
i[' +I'" ey.pflit1MatflY,)}[5' ~ il>m~!s] [rr'( n'+(PJ') 
-(~ famYs)z] 
-:-- { [ (rr(n+tm))'-(~ ta-nv,J'][C rr(n- '!' Jt-(~tCldlv~} 
nl: z(p ~ r.r4f1anJ11 M71 r; 
(£7) 
1 -{{~ ~ to.JrH'J ~) 
z ~ £ cos(trrrr"l)s;n(anTT"()E d{ = 
(nrr aJ[H->"' ey.p{-Zi{J ~ tCIJflYJ)J[rr'( n~('i)'j-{~tomv/] 
-;-[ [r rr{ n•i m) /-( ~ t0ff1 l/5) j[{ rr( n- P) )'-(~i f0/11 lis) j} 
(£8) 
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APPENDIX F 
Description of Electrical Circuits 
This section discusses the function of all electrical equipment 
associated with creating the heater pulses and controlling data acqui-
sition which are represented in Fig. 4-4. The main de power supply 
has been discussed in Ref. 8 of Chapter 2 and will simply be described 
here as a source of de power. This source could supply up to 100 
amps at up to 300 volts. 
(i) The SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier) Commutation Circuit 
The SCR commutation circuit is shown in Fig. F-1. This 
circuit was designed to commutate either between a dummy load and 
a main load (one-dimensional heat pulse 11 single mode") or a dummy 
load and two main loads (to produce a heat pulse which was not uni-
form over the cross section-- see Chapter 5). The dummy load, 
RD was typically 65 0. This would be varied slightly with operating 
frequency in order to give proper commutation and duty cycle. The 
sole purpose of this dummy load/SCR is to cause commutation, i.e., 
turn off the main SCR. In the single mode of operation SW2 is left 
open. SWl is closed and pulses are supplied to the gate of SCR-1 
and SCR-D as shown below. 
SCR-1 
SCR-D 
These pulses arrive at the gate at the chosen fundamental 
frequency, i.e. ,200, 250, 300, 400Hz. Note that the pulses are 
spaced evenly. This allows the dummy SCR to turn off the main 
SCR after one-half cycle. 
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In the dual mode all three SCR' s are operational. SWl and 
SW2 are closed and pulses are supplied to the gates as shown below 
SCR-1 I I I 
SCR-D I I I I 
SCR-2 I 
Pulses arrive at gate of SCR-1 and SCR-2 at the chosen fundamental 
frequency and are out of phase. Note that pulses arrive at the gate 
of the dummy SCR at twice the fundamental frequency and slightly 
before a pulse arrives at one of the main SCR' s. This allows the 
main SCR (supposed to be conducting) to be turned off just before the 
other main SCR received its gate pulse. The dummy SCR was normally 
needed only to start commutation> after that pulses were not sent to 
its gate. This allowed an extremely sharp square wave to be pulsed 
across the heaters. 
The voltage from across the anodes of the main SCR' s was 
usually monitored during experiments (for single mode the voltage 
from anode to ground was observed) and is shown below 
dual mode 
single mode 
Typical SCR Output Waveform 
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The SCR' s are General Electric type 154D. The RC circuit shown 
across the two main SCR' s is called a snubber circuit and limits 
the rate of rise of voltage acres s the SCR to a value such that the 
SCR will not turn on spuriously. 
(ii) Pulse Amplifier 
Each SCR gate is supplied 20 volt, 1 amp pulses from one of 
three pulse amplifiers. The circuit is shown in Fig. F-2. The am-
plifier receives a pulse from the logic section through an optical 
isolator. The purpose of this is to isolate the clock, logic and data 
controller ground from the SCR commutation circuit. The commu-
tation of the SCR' s causes a large amount of electrical ground noise 
which must not reach the logic. 
The pulse then triggers a UJT which is followed by a four 
transistor amplifier which gives the necessary current drive. The 
UJT is used because it allows an extremely fast pulse to be supplied 
to the SCR gate.. This allows commutation at current levels near the 
rated capacity of the SCR (-..JOOo...). Typical (unloaded) rise times for 
this amplifier were approximately 20 ns. 
(iii) Pulse generator logic 
The function of the logic is to deliver to the pulse amplifiers 
(through the ground isolators) pulses of the proper frequency and 
phase so as to give desired heater operation. The logic receives 
a TTL square wave (from the time clock) of the fundamental fre-
quency for single mode operation and at twice the fundamental fre-
quency for dual mode operation from the clock circuit (frequency 
reference). The circuit diagram is Fig. F-3. 
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The operation in the single mode 1s straightforward. The 
timer (NE555) effectively 11 shortens1r the TTL pulse width from the 
clock. The falling edge of this pulse triggers the one shot (SN7412l), 
which in turn sends a pulse to the dummy load pulse amplifier . The 
rising edge (after "inversion) triggers another one shot which provides 
a pulse to the main pulse amplifier. The "delay" control on the timer 
may be adjusted to determine the relative phase of these two signals. 
In the dual mode the dummy signal is the same, except that 
its frequency is twice the fundamental frequency . The rising edge 
of the timer operating at twice the fundamental frequency drives a 
flip flop (SN7470) the output of which is now at the fundamental fre-
quency. This output and its complement drive one shots which in 
turn drive the main pulse amplifiers out of phase of the fundamental 
frequency. The delay control now determines the time lapse after 
the dummy SCR is pulsed until the main SCR is pulsed (turns on). 
The delay may be adjusted (during operation) to a minimum or may 
be set at a large value ( ,.._ G;.Ops ) and the dummy SCR simply shut off 
after commutation begins. 
(iv) The Frequency Reference and Clock (Fig. F-4) 
A 1 . 0 MHz crystal oscillator provides a time base for the 
entire experiment. The clock allows the choice of four fundamental 
frequencies and are given below with approximate values used as 
aliases: 
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True Frequency Alias 
195.3125 Hz "200" 
260.4166 Hz If 2 5011 
312.500 Hz "300't 
390.625 Hz 11 400 11 
The clock generates two TTL signals. The first operates 
the A/D clock and is of such a frequency that the A/D multiplexes 
each channel at 32 (or 16 if desired) times the fundamental frequency. 
The second signal is sent to the pulse generator and will be of the 
fundamental frequency (for single mode) or twice that (for dual mode). 
(v) Data Controller 
The data controller, Fig. F-5 , was designed to determine 
when the A/D converter should accept data and when it should not. 
The length of time during which data acquisition is enabled determines 
the ensemble length. This ensemble of data would be the correct 
M length in time to allow exactly 2 (M = 0, 1 ,2, 3, or 4) cycles of the 
fundamental frequency to pass. After one ensemble has been acquired 
the controller disables the A/D converter. During this period 
(called delay) the data, which has geen digitized, is added to the 
previous ensemble of data or it is written on the disk, whichever is 
preferred. The delay was calibrated (in a manner to be described) 
so that as soon as the adding process was complete or as soon as the 
program began writing data on the disk the A/D converter could 
resume data acquisition in phase with the main heater pulse. 
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The actual logic is a synchronous sequential circuit. It is 
synchronous with the fundamental frequency. The term sequential 
refers to the fact that the logic passes sequentially through several 
states as shown below with a description of each state. 
I 0 I 
GO 
I I I l 
CT R 
I 3 I 
BO RROW 
I 5 I I 
State 0: Set binary counter to zero, load count down scalers. 
Wait for GO signal. 
State 1: Set data enable true (allow data acquisition). 
Count cycles of fundamental frequency on binary counters. 
Set CTR true when correct number of cycles have been 
acquired. 
State 3: Set data enable false (discontinue data acquisition). 
Start count down scalers. 
Set BORROW true when scalers set to zero. 
State 5: Clear binary counters. 
Reload countdown scalers. 
(go to State 1 ). 
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The J-K flip-flops (see Fig. F-5) determine the state of the 
controller. The 4 line to 10 line decoder converts the state code 
to decimal for display purposes. When the decoder goes into State 1 
the binary counters are enabled and count the pulses arriving on the 
input (fundamental frequency supplied by pulse generator logic) until 
the proper number of cycles has been counted. The controller then 
goes into State 3 when the count down scalers are enabled. They 
also count input pulses, but start at a preset value (set before be-
ginning an experiment) and count down to zero. When the scalers 
read zero (indicating that the desired time delay has occurred), the 
counters are cleared, the scalers are reloaded and we return to 
State l to take in more data. 
Note that if the delay were set too short, then as soon as the 
computer finished averaging the latest ensemble, we would resume 
data acquisition without regard to heater pulse phase. Since the 
data enable signal is synchronous, the time at which we resume data 
acquisition will occur (at least) in the middle of the next data enable 
state (State l ). When we go into State 3 the computer will not have 
received enough data (it expects exactly l ensemble) and will wait 
until the next State 1. Hence, 2 ensembles have passed, while the 
computer has only been satisfied once. This fact was used to calibrate 
the delay. The delay was decreased until more ensembles had been 
passed than expected. This meant that the delay was too short. 
The delay was increased slightly until the expected number of en-
sembles had passed. Hence, the minimum amount of time (when 
the data was not being acquired) was wasted in an experiment. 
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